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Holland City News.
vol. VI— NO.

HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, MAY

12.

YloUiuul Qtw.
A WEBZIiY^NEWSPAPER,

•

tin

OFFICE: VAN LANDEGEND’S ULOCK.

D3ESBUS&, Editor and

0. J.

fumeries. Eighth

Publisher.

117ALSH HEBER,

Druggist A Pharmacist;a full
stock of goodsappertainlug
to the business

V

The

Or 3UB3CBIPTI0H

/rfB PUINTINO

12.00 psr year ia linnet.

PROMPTLY AND NEATLY DONE.

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
One square of tealinou,(nonpareil,) 75 cent*
for
maortion, and 25 cents for each snbne«iuent insertion for any period under three
loontliH.
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Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
chances.
Business Cards In City Directory, not over three
lines, $2.00 per

annum.

Noticesof Births, Marriages,and Deaths pubItshcd without charge.

An Z

before the Subscriber's name will denote
the expiration of the Subscription.Two Z Z signify that no paper will bo continuedafter date.

jy

advertising bills collectable quarterly

All

Sec advertisement.

Produce, Etc.
Apples, 9 bnshel ..............
Beans, V bushel .................
Butler, # lb ..................
Clover seed, $1 lb.... ; ..........
Eggs, ^ doieu ...............
Honey,
....................

V

Hay. V ton ...................
Furniture.
Onions. ^ bushel .............
Potatoes. $ bushel ............
1
YfBYBH H., A CO., DealersIn all kinds of Fur- Timothy Seed, V bushel ........
AL niture. Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Oofllns,
..................
Picture Frames, etc.; River street.
Wood, Staves, Eto,
p EIDSEMA J. M., A SON, General Dealers In Cordwood, maple, dry .................... $3
It Furniture A Cofllns; Eighth street. Sec adgreen ...........
vertisement.
beach, dry ...........
. . 2
*• green ..........
Oroceriei.
Hemlock Bark ...............
05
Btavea, pork, white oak, ............
010
pLIETSTRA, A., Groceriesand Supplies; a Staves, Tierce,
.........
12
ready market for country produce; a choice Heading bolts, soft wood ..........
0 2
stock always on hand; cor. Eighth and Market et. Heading holts, hardwood ............
...... 2
Stave bolts, softwood ...................... 2
rpE VAARWRRK, O. J.. Family Supply Store: Stave holts,hardwood ............ ..... 3
a choice stock of groceries always on hand.
Railroad ties .........................
Blacksmithshop in rear of Store; Eighth street.
drain, Peed, Etc.
[Corrected by the “PluggerMUlt.)
Omral Dsalsri.
Wheat, white bushel ..........
0 $ 1
1 \UURSBMA J. A CO., Dealers in Dry Goods,
Corn, shelled bushel ...........
I J
Groceries, Crockery.Glassware.Hats, Caps, Oats, $ bushel ............ .......
Clothing and Feed ; River street.
Buckwheat, # bushel ..........
.

“
“

“

“

.

.

.

"

F

l

0

Bran, $1 ton .....................
ROLLER, D., Retail Dealer in Dry Goods, Feed. ^ ton ....................
Groceries, etc. ; Notary Public aud conveyV 100 1b ...................
ancer; office and store, cor. 9th and Market street. Barley, 100 lb .................
Middling, 100 B) ...............
PUTTEN 0„ General Dealers. In Dry Flour, $1 1001b ...................
Goods, Groceries, Crockery,Hats and Caps, Pearl Burley, p 100 lb ............ . 3 00
hTonr, Provisions, etc.; River st.
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telegraph) is a mountain torrent about five

Batonm, which is easily ford
able, except when flooded, and which has
miles from
00

Beef, dressed per

50

The Russians

25
00

upon Buiouin by a mountain path which

IX)

54
75
25

00

Dealer In GeneralHardware; cor. Eighth aud River street.
K.,

Effect,

Sunday, April

Trnl ns.

U
It

Grand Rapids.
II

ii

Muskegon, Pentwater
& Big Rapids. 11.10

New

it

Buffalo

Chicago.
it
it

a.

ii

m.

5.40 a.
4.10

9.30 p. in.

m.

P. Zalsman,

Proprietor

/V. First-classaccommodation. Free Buss to and
from the Trains. Eighth street.

|

1.05 a. rn.
f 5.10 p.m.
8.05 “ “

ii

*11.20 a. m.
12 15 p. m.
\ 9.45 “ “

Smoked

Meat ..................
‘ Ham .....................
Shoulders ..............
Tallow, per lb .....................
Turkeys,
............. .....
Chickens,dressed per lb ..........

“

J. W. MiNnEWiouT, Proprietor,
Bniltlnl873;Furnished Inelegant style, and
flrst-rlass hotel thronghont.

a

j

Jfycml

v'

Notices.

Livery and Sals Stabler

T)OONE A ALBERTI. Livery and Sale Stable.
IY Officeand barn on Market street. Everything
first-class.

I. o. of o. F.
192. IndependentOrde
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Od
Fellows’ Hall, HollandMich., on Tuesday Eveniu

Holland City Lodtre.No

of each

H., Livery and Sale Stable:
Officeof Daily Stage Line to Saugatuck, 9th
street, near Market.

lx

•

...............
.........

I/n:d .................

/'WTY HOTEL.

lyiBRELINK, J.

&

it

it

I 1.15 a. m.
f5.15 “ “
3.10p. m.
# 4.20 p. m.

12.00 “ “
\ 9.35 p. in.

II

it

Holland.

*9.45 a. m.

It

ll

Leave

Arrive at
Holland.

ETNA HOUSE.

A

1876.

8,

F. & A. M.

*4.00
pvIJREMA A BRO., Wagon and Blacksmith A Riottlar Communicationof Unity Lodok.
I * Shop. Horse-shoeing
and all kinds of repair- No. 191. F. A A. M., will be held at Masonic Hall,
• Mixed trains.
ing done. River Street.
Holland, Mictn, on Wednesday evening.May
t Dally except Sunday and Monday.
23, at? o’clock, sharp.
$ Daily except Saturday.
L^LIEMAN.
J., Wagon and Blacksmith Shop;
J. S. Bruns, W. M.
I Mondays only.
Horse Shoeing and all kinds of repairing
O. Bbeyman, Stc'y.
All other triius dally except Sundays.
pone.
Cash
paid
for
Furs.
All trains oalblscoad,will he run by Chicago
—
time, which is 20 minutes later than Columbus
lime.
Uerchast Taller*

-

—

Dead Animals,

Taken

Sunday, Nov. 21, 1875.

Effect,

FROM GR’ND

RAPIDS

Exprcfs. Mail.
P. M.
4 15
4 82
6 45

6 11
6 19
6 35
6 50
P.M.
8 30
A.M.
b.oo
A M.
2 40
A. M,
7 05
r. m
t 1A

A. M.
7 3J
7 44
8 28
9 41
9 19
9 35
9 50
A. M.
11 30
P.M.
6 30
P.M.
5 00
P. M.
9 30
A.M.
4 05

R. R.

VTORST,

TO OR'ND RAPIDS.

STATIONS.
Grand Rapids.
Gr&ndvillc.

Allegan.
Otacgo.
Pialnwelt
Cooper.
Kalamazoo.
White Pigeon.
Chicago.
Toledo.
Cleveland.
Bnflalo.

Express. Mail.
A. M.
P. M.
10 10
9 55
8 45
|8 16
8 07
7 35
7 85
A.M.
*5 50
fP.M.
10 40
P.M.
11 55
P.M.
7 40
P.M.
12 10

7
6
5
5

10
55
45
18
5 10
4 43
4 40
P.M.
3 05
A.M.
8 50
A.M.
8 30

Effect,

W.. Merchant Tailor. Cloth purchaacd elsewhere, will be cut to order. Keoairlng
promptly attendedto. River street.

V

Meat karkett.

T>UTKALT W., New Meat Market, near corner

>

I
Elahth and Fish Street. A!! kinds of sausages constantly on hand.

Monday, May 29, 1876.

m.

Ho-tli.

No. 2

STATIONS.

m.

(Line
No. 3

Ccnth.
No. 1

p.

p.

m.

a.

m.

8 00 12 15
7 25 11 41
7 15 11
6 30 11 07
5 55 10 40
5 07 111 18
3 55
9 31

H., Dealer In Fre«h, Salt,
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables: paper
and twine; 8th street.

-

V

A
Maaufactorlai,kill*, Shop*, Ztc.

lot

-

D.

BERTSCH.

of new French letter paper, and
Fancy Stationeryreceived at

all kinds of

L. T.

T'vEMING, W.

II., Manufacturerof Plows. Bv
Improved machinery la enabled to sell the
regularKalamazoo, Plow and warrant them, at
lower pr ces than any surrounding town. Plow
points ground to order. 10th street west of River st.

KANTERS.

ITEALD, R.
1 Agricultural Implements
Mowing Machines* cor.

for

PAUELS. VAN PUTTEN A CO.,

Wonderful

River street.

Results.

Proprietors

I

I > Officeat their residence, Ovcysol, Ml’ch. Dr.
will go to East Saugatuck every other
day for the next year, to keep himself in roadlncss
for professional calls.

McK. Best

T KDEBOER. B. Physicianand Surgeon: Office
YJ comer Eleventh and River street opposite

Brterits.

pESSI.NK.G.J.

A. Proprietror of City Bnkcrv; public square.
Confectionaryand cigars; Refreshments in
Vf ORRIS, S. L., Physician and Surgeon. Office,
this line served on call; Eighth street.
ivl over E. Ukrold’s Boot and Shoe Store,
Eighth street.
Banking and Exchange.

a

T/’ENYON, NATHAN, Hanking and Collecting. gCHOUTEN, B^A.
IV Drafui bought and sold; cor. Eighth and
River

streets.

City Puysician. Office at D.

»

Photognpher.
Book! and Stationery.

T/'ANTERS,L.

T. Dealer In Books, Stationery, Cigars, Notions and Toys, opposite
City Drag Store, Eighth street.

IJ^Myopposu’

th*

Photographer.Gal-

Saddler*.

ITEROLD,

Shoee.

>

E., Manufacturer of and dealer In
Boots and Shoes, Leather. Findings, etc.;
Eighth street.

VrAV7ELL’ H..

Manufacturer of anddeulerln

XhthS

Everywhereby

dealers generally.

“Hackmetack” a new and

delightful
Perfume sold by the above dealers.

SAVE MONEY
By buying yoor

WALL

PAPER,
Ci^IPIETS,

case

it

that the Turks were pre-

is evident

pared for them, and if
the telegram,

we

are to believe

drove them back with a loss

of 800 men.

About eight or ten miles from

the

Tehourouk, on the Russian side, is their
frontier fort of Chefkatil.

torpedoes.

.

heavy Turkish ironclads will have

to

con-

tent themselves, probably,with bombarding defenceless cities at

long

range, while

the gunboats will have plenty of work cut

We

also hear

Meantime,

necessary to lake the

it is

telegraphicinteligence which reaches us

with considerable reserve. The seal of
the special correspondentsto impart infor-

mation often exceeds their political inteligenceor geographical acquirements.
Thus we observed iu a recent telegram lo
a comemporary that the “Principalities ot
Armenia, Bulgaria, and Bosnia would contribute their armies;” those provinces not

has been bombarded being Principalities,and having no armies
war. It is there- to contribute. The two points on the

it

by some Turkish men-of
fore evident that

Batoum was

strongly

garrisoned by the Turks: that a portion of
the Turkish fleet was lyiug in

ils

snug and

well-protected harbor; that as soon as the

Danube from

either of which

we may

ex-

pect any day to hear of a battle,arc Kalafat

and Tullcha; while there

will doubtless

be a succession of comparatively unim-

news reached the place of Hi Russlah ad- portant engagements on the Asiatic fronvance the Turks made a combined movetier, the accountsof which will always be
ment by land and sea: that the fleet supfurnisheddirectlyeither from the Turkish
ported the troops, and not only drove
or Russian headquarters,and will be a deback the enemy, but pursued them toward
feat or a victory according to their source
Chefkatil, which the men of-war then proof

ceeded to bombard.

origin. It

til

is

only where newspaper

correspondentsare with the armies, that

ceeded iu taking and bolding this post unthe conclusion of ‘peace. It

and

is

flcult of assault

on account of

The Russians made

strong effort to retake

it

depend upon

the reports

we

receive of their achievements.

Very muddled notions

somewhat dif-

is

at all

situated

surroundings.

its

watery
a

from the Turks Id

1855, but were repelled with great

loss

effects of a state of

prevail as to the

war on marine and na-

val rights. As to commerce,the settled
law of modern times is, that free ship*
make free goods,— that Is, thst the vessel

were of a neutral nation has the utmost freedom
commanded by a young Pole, Col. J. Yor- in transportingmerchandise to either of
Uan. This gallant young officer, whose the belligerents,whether it is wheat or
by the heroic litile garrison,

who

Smith

&

Wesson

revolvers, provided the

neutral vessel does not attempt to enter a
port which has been duly proclaimed ami
is in fact blocaded.If a vessel of either of

the belligerent navies were to enter our
ports and take on military supplies or re

crute men, such action would be a clear

of Yordan and his brave associates only intended lo prevent man-of-wnr from takserved to render their fate more certain, as ing refuge for long seasons in neutral wathey would not surrender. With the ex-

ters. Thu Russian fleet can hardly be said

tinction of this force the Polish insurrec- to be taking refuge in our waters at the
tion came to an end, aud Yordan, who, present time, as there is no Turkish man-

Pictures Frames,

mourlog. He

ocean.

noHong atter in Paris, a crushed and
The politicalpeace settlement In Louibroken-heartedman. If we have referred siana proves to be much more complete
to his career here, it is because his name aud hearty thau that in South Carolina.

died

of Ubefkatil. In the latter state, Gov. ChamberlainreWhether the Russians have profited by mains on the ground at piesent, and keep*

is identifiedwiih the defence

their former experience to put that place

up the party organization in the reunited

more defensibleposition, we have Legislature, seeming thus to oblige Hampno means of knowing. Apart from its ton and bis friends, in order to maintain
strategicimportance it is an insignificant their bare majority, to tight with the sharpinto a

village of a few bouses; bui its capture by

now would

est of political tactics; while in

Louisiana

Batoum from republican submission has been followed
danger, excepting, perhaps, on the side of by generous democratic concessions ami
the mountains. Here the passes could be honorable compromise. This unanimity
easily defended, however. There is no of acquiescenceand satisfaction in the rethe Turks

secure

harbor at Chefkatil, aud exceptingin very sult at New Orleans only representsthe
calm weather it would be impossible to drill of public feeling throughoutthe

from the fleet. The distance country, and cuts away the last chance of
from Batoum to Chefkatil is thirteen or an effectiveoppositionto PresidentHayes
fourteen miles. Batoum has much in- iu his own party. Blaine may rant hi*
creased in importance since the Crimean loudest about the Packard collapse being
land troops

war, and it is one of the few harbors in

the downfall of “civil liberty and consticonstantly Improving. tutional government,” but it will fall upon
protected by a long sand spit, at the the deaf ears of a public which views with

the world which
It is

is

extremityof which, twenty years age, was amusement the hungry rush for mileage,
a lighthouse. From recent accounts wc and with devout satisfactionthe first sign*
learn that this spit lias been added to

by

the influence of storms and currents,and

CHILDREN CARRIAGES, projects

CURTAINS,

IV

Boote and

it is lined

There ore no Russion
men-of war in the Black sea which would
dare to issue from their ports, and the

have advanced along the sea

best families of Poland into

in its

v

J., Attorney at Law and Collecting
Agent. OfUco is Kenyon's block, 2nd floor,

may

commission agent

;

10th A River street.

l

L

with

Soda water Fountain in prime order—
of-war in the neighborhood.We apprethe first of the season— come and take a though wounded, escaped with a few of
hend that, like the Inst European war, this
his comrades, never recoveredthe moral
drink at
K., Manufacturer of andDcalerin
L. T. KANTERS.
effects ol a disaster which plunged all the is not likely to afford much fun on the

V

rpEN EYCK,

they

or they

1876.

There is no Medicine that has accomof Ptugger MUU; (Steam Saw and Flour
Muskegon
1 45
7 5.)
plished so much as Shiloh'e Consumptive
Mills.)
near
foot
of
8th
street.
8 40
Perrys!)tirg
2 18
Cure. It has establishedthe fact that
Grand Haven
2 23
8 50
Pigeon
XTERBEEK, 11. W.. A CO., Proprietors of the Consumption can be cured, while for
2 58
9 40
Holland
3 35 11 15
Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of build- Asthma, Bronchitis, ('roup, Hoarseness,
ing material famished at Grand Rapids prices.
Fillmore
3 55 11 45
Whooping Cough, and all Lung diseases
Allegan
4 45
1 15
it has no equal. No Medicine was ever
Fotirr Public*
sold on such favorable terms. If it was
1)081, HENRY D., Real Estate and Insurance unreliable it would be the greatest folly to
Agent, Notary Public ami Conveyancer; Colguarantee it. It costs nothing to try it as
lections made In Hollandaud vicinity.
it can bo returned if it does not give satWfALSH, H., Notary Public, Conveyancer, isfaction after using two-thirds of a bottle.
Attorneys.
and Insurance Agent. Office,City Drug CaU at our stores aud gel a sample bottle
OWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and Store, street.
10'cents or a regular size for 50 cents or
. Notary Public; River street.
$1.00. If your Lungs are sore or Chest or
Pbrilclan*
OUERUURNB. S. W , Blendou,Mich., Attorney
Back lame use Shiloh’s BellabonnaPlaster
Cj at Law and Notary Public. Special attention A NNIS. T. E., Pftvslclan; residence, opposite which seldoms fails to give relief. J. O.
given t > foreclosureof Mortgagesand collections. l\ 8. W. cor. Public Square.
Doeshurg, No. 70, Eighth street and Wm.
Ollico In the Village of Zeolauu at the Store of A.
Bulks & Bros.
1)E8T. R. B. A McK., Surgeons and Physicians. Van Pullen, River street, Holland, Mich.
p.

enemy’s const, especially when

out for them in the mouths of the Danube
Tehourouk, and which
II is most likely that the first great naval,
would in that case have descended,
demonstrationwill be made against Odessa.

The question lins been for a long time
what will you do with dead animals. The brilliant service on this occasion was
undersiirned whose olucc ofbusinesaisnear scarcely sufficiently recognized by the
Metz’s Tannery, will hold himself in readPorte, became celebrated during the Polish
inesss to remove all dead animals at his
insurrection of 1863, where he commanded
own expense, by simply notifying him
the largest force which the insurgents ever
thereof.
Ben hard Wick.
succeeded in putting into the field in a
Holland, Aug. 28,
29-ly
perfectly equipped and well organizedcon-

\7AN DER HAAR,

1

Golag
No. 4

cripple the operations of a fleet upon an

infraction of our neutrality if permitted
Just received a supply of Spring Styles dition. It consisted of nearly 2,000 of the
by us. Naval vessels of nations at war
TT’UITE,J.. Dealer in ail kinds of meats and of Hats; new styles of Calicoes and Fancy flower of the Polish nobility. In a battle
IV vegetables;Meat Market on 8th street.
Goods, all of which we will sell cheap for against desperate odds ibis unfortunate arc also not permittedunllmmited stay in
cash. Call at
neutral ports. This principle is of course
little army was cut to pieces. The valor

A.M
8 40
P.M.
7 55

Mich. Lake Shore Rail Road.
Taken

OOSMAN.

J. W.. Merchant Tailor, and Dealer
I) In ready made clothing aud Gents’ Furnishing Goods.

naval warfare, however, are inch as to

the valley of the

on a marshy swamp,

Wajoanukeri aid B lacks oitki.

F

command. The modern conditions of

During the Crimean war the Turks suc- we can

week

Visiting others are cordlallv Invited.
J. Kbameb, N. G.
N. W. Bacon, R. 8.

ii

Lake Shore and Michigan Southern

moment when lie
might prove by deeds the high state of
efficiency to which he has brought hi*

crosses from Gouriel into the upper end of

by telegramthat

“

Hoteli.

either have advanced

point where it entere the sea. In either
75
60
42
90
00
00
40
10
60
25
00

“

Chicago A Michigan Lake Shore fi. R.
Taten

“ “

Pork,
N DER VEEN,

m y

coast aud crossed the Tehourouk at the

.............

lb

rise in the mountains of Ouzourgeth.

its

Meats, Eto.
Hardware.

first buttle

10

Wool,

iloiuL.

272.

active and daring officer, he has been long

between the Rua.«ians
and the Turk* has been fought on the
30
small stream which forms the Asiatic
"is boundary bt tween the two empires. The
14
9 Tehourouk sou (the word sou In Turkish
15
means stream or water, and, therefore, it
i‘oo is not Tehourouk son, us report d by the

,

USES

NO.

eagerly anticipating the

Dealer in Drugs, Medicincs, Paints, Oils, etc.: Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Den Beiio'b Family Medicines; River St.

*

THE FIRST FIGHTING.

pavkets

street.

V

mu

•

I). R., Drugstore. Flue Drugs, MedIclues,Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Per-

AL

y-AN PUTTEN, Wm.,

PUULISIIKD EVERY SATURDAY AT

mm

EENGS,

\,f

WHOLE

5, 1877.

a

harmony aud peace

in Louisana since

the war.

hundred yards beyond the ligbU

house, thus rendering the harbor more
secure and

We

of

commodious.

The

Emperor of Russia has by

of the non commissioned
shall watch with interest the pro-

a recent

decree, greatly ameliorated the condition

Russian army,

in

officers

of the

which, os in all Conti-

Pasha aud his fleet.
nental armies, that of Germany not exAnd all kinds of Furniture. This officer, who is a son of the late 'Earl cepted, the want of good non-commisSewing kachlae*.
of Buckinghamshire, was originally an
At the Store of
Eettiit.
sioned officers is very great.
1 ANTERS, A M. Agent for Ottawa and Alleofficer in the English navy, and during
IV
gan
Counties,
for
the
“Howe
Sewing
MaH.
MEYER
&
CO.
f 1 EE D. M. Dental Surgeon; residenceand ofAn oil painting of Gov. Hampton has
our zivil war occupied his leisuremoments
V.T -flee on Eighth Street, opposite Bakker & chine. Dealers lu needles and attachments.
Van Raaltc.
Just been sent to Germany tc be lithoin
commanding
a
blockade
runner
an
alias.
Farm for Sale.
Tobacco and Cigars.
graphed. More than 5,000 coplea have
Bra a and kedioinei.
I will sell eighty acres of splendid clay His performancesin this irregular capacity,
'T'E ROLLER, G. J., General dealer In Tobacco,
soil, six miles from this city. Near church while they increased hi* pecuniary resour- already been ordered by hia admirers.
1 Cigars, Snkfl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth strout.
and school house, at a bargain, 30 acres ces, injured his professionalprospects at
The Czar has put a stop to purchaseof
tes Paints and Oils, Ac., Eighth street
Watch** and Jewelry.
of this land is partiallyimproved. Also
the Admiralty,and be was glad to accept American locomotives and railroadcoaches
40 acres of unimprovedland in the Townl'\OE8BURG, J. O., Dealer in Drugs and Medl- 1 OSLIN A BREYM AN. Watchmakers, Jewelers,
the offer ot the Bultaa of Turkey to take by decreeingthat the Russians must man\J clues, Paints and Oils, Brushes,Ac. Phy- fj and dealers in Fancy Goods Kenyon's Block ship of FiUmore. • Inquire of
sician'sprescriptions candully put up: Eighth st. River Street..
M.D. HOWARD. command of the imperial fleet. A most ufacture these things for themselves.

fl

8‘ddlcs

WhlpAi

UMw

;

•

42-tf

ceedings of Hobart

urbs of Chicago, a few days ago, resulting in

Indians. It concludes with tho following
Immediate oomplianco
the killing of two men and the wounding of recommendit ions
five others.
on tho part of the Government with
. The Toledo Blade publishesa comprehensive the terms of existing treaties with
all Indians; appropriation fpr consolcrop report, gathered from observation in about idating agencies ; generous appropriation
300 places in Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois,
for educationalpurposes;discontinuance of
Iowa, and Missouri. The tenor of the reports tribal relations ; extensionof the law for the
is highly gratifyingin all the wheat-growing protection of life and property ; allotmentsof
districts. The prospectis unusuallygood, bet- land ; establishmentof inaustrial and agricultter than has been known for years. Many call ural boarding schools ; compelling the attendit the best ever known. There was but little, if
ance of all between 7 and 18 years of age; issue
any, winter-killing.Preparations are making of supplies to be made to heads of families ;
everywhere for the planting of an uncommonly increase of salarios to Indian Agents. ? /
’
/ > / LOUISIANA.I
large acreage of com.
The Quebec (Canada)City Council passed
The last acts in the final establishmentof
THE SOUTH.
some measures obnoxious to certain citizens,
the Nicholls OoTemment in Louisiana took

:

THE NEWS CONDENSED.

New Orleans on the 25th

place at

of April,

and

consisted in the occupation of the capital by
Gov. Nicholls and his officials,Packard having
evacuated the building at midnightof the
previous day. The members of the Legislature, headed by Gov. Nicholls and his State
officers, marched in procession to the State
Honse. There was no noise or demonstration
whatever, and when the procession reached the
Capitol the two branches of the Legislature
met in their respective chambers, and the State
officialsquietly took possession of their offices.
Gov. Nichollsreceived many telegramsfrom
points in Lonisiana,Alabama, Mississippiand
Texas, offering congratulationsover tne withdrawal of the troops, indicatinggreat rejoicing among the people, the firing of salutes, the
ringing of bellstdisplays of flags,etc. Packard, in retiring,issued a long farewell address
to his adherents. He says he " waives none of
his legal rights, but yields only to superior
force. He counselspeace, patience, fortitude,
and a firm trust that eventually right and jus-

All the State offices in Lonisiana are now in
undisputedpossession of the Nicholls adherents. The Legislaturehas adjourned sine
die, and everythingis reported unusually quiet
in New Orleans.

Ex-SehatobWilliam G. Bbowxlow, of Tenhome at Knoxville

nessee, died recently at his
in that State, aged 72.

A

dispatch from Meridian, Miss., says:

"An

old feud culminated in a terrible tragedy,

ult On the 26th John W. Gully,
a prominent citizen,was waylaid and assassinated,Upon the affidavitsof two

on the 29th

negroes several alleged conspirators in the assassination were arrested. On the 29th a largo
party of mon fired upon the prisoners, killing
J. P. Gilmer, A. McClellan, John Chisbolm.

whereat the City Hall was besieged by a mob
while the Councilwas in session. The mob
forced their way into tho Council Chamber,
breaking every piece of furniture in the room,
destroyed papers, and made a general week.
The police were powerless to preserve order,
and the military were called out Before dispersingthe mob hurled a vollev of stones at the
City Hall, smashing every window in the building.... The celebratedStevens battery, which
cost about $3,000,000 has been sold to an agent
of the Russian Government for $1,000,000.
The battery was begun before. the war of the
rebellion by the late Edwin A. Stevens, of Hoboken, N. J., and was designed by him to be
the most formidableironclaa afloat. It was intended by its builder as a presentto tho State
of New Jersey.
Je

A fearful catastropheoccurred at Montreal,
Rosser, and mortally wounding Canada, a few mornings since. Tho dismantled
William W. Chisholm."
walls of a large factory building which had
The questionof the title to the State offices taken fire a short time before, and upon which
li South Carolinawas settled at Columbia, by the firemen were working, suddenly tottered
tice will prevail.
the counselfor the Republican claimants,who and fell outward with an awful crash, buryin
lower buildings adjoining in the ruins, and
THE PUBLIC DEBT.
went into the Supreme Court and moved to
Followiko is the public debt statement for withdraw tho answers from file, and consented overwhelming a large number of people in the
appallingshorer of red-hot bricks. Nine mon
Mayl:
that judgmentbe entered in favor of plaintiff. were killed outright, and ten were wounded in
Six per cent bonds ....................
$ 014,754,100
Five per cent bonds ................... 703,266.650 The Hampton State officerswere advised of the various degreesof severity.
Four and a half per cent bonds ..... .. 70,000,000 entry of judgment, and Gov. Hampton issued
Business failures : R. Stedman A Co., crockinstructions to remove the sea’s from the sevTotal coin bonds ..................
$1,688,090,750 eral offices. The Republican claimantsgrace- ery and glassware. Boston liabilities$100,000 ;
yielded,and the Hampton officials are Dime Savings Bank, Bethlehem, Pa., $285,000 ;
Lawful money debt ....................
$ 14.000,000 fully
now in full possessionof all tne offices.
Chester,Morgan A Arend, dry goods, Buffalo,
Matmeddebt .......................... 15,621,380
$850.000 ; Thomas Kitchin,Sous A Co., hops,
Legal tenders ......................... 361,559,481
WASHINGTON.
Certificates
of deposit .................
40,465,000
London, England,$2,000,000 ; R. A. Hopkins
Mbs. Susan Davis, who has shaken hands A Co., commission merchants, Toronto. $135,Fnctionslcurrency ...................
22,186,575
Coin certificates.......................
49,712,700 with every President, from Washington down,
000 ; May A Co., metals and hardware, Boston,
$600.000 ; Shryock A Rowland, commission
Tetal without interest ............. $ 473,932,757 called at the White House last week ____ Dr. W.
W. Patton,of Chicago, has been elected Presi- merchants, St. Louis, liabilities not stated.

and David

Total debt .............................
$2,191,564,887 dent of Howard University, the coloredcollege
Total interest .......................... 33,092,616 located at Washington ____ The Hon. CharlesH.
Cash In treasury— coin .......... .....$

Cash In treasury— currency ..........
Special deposits held for redemption

1(15,489,740
.

8,395,146

Adams, late member of Congress from the Albany (N. Y.) district,was married at Washing-

The Presidentof

the Lake Shore railroad, in

his annual report, gives these particularsof
the accident at Ashtabula bridge, in Ohio, last

ton, last week, to Miss Judith CrittendenCole- December : Number of persons on the train,
of oertifl cates of depodt ............40,465,000 man, of Louisville,
Ky., grand-daughterof 159, including nine children ; number killed
htv-i ‘
and five who died subJ. Crittenden.... Ex-PresidentGrant outright, eighty-three,
Total in treasury .......... .. ..... $ 154,299,886 called upon President Hayes on Wednesday sequentlyof their injuries;besides these,
last, being his first visit since the inauguration. sixty-three were injured in various degrees of
Debt less »sh in treasury...... ..... $2,070,358,617
Hon. Edward McPherson, for many years severity, and, out of the entire 159, only eight
Decrease of debt during April ......... 4,315,509
escaped uninjured. The report declares the
g®®**** toft Jape 30, 1876 .......... 29,080.527 Clerk of the House of Representatives,has
cause of the accident to bo wrapped in mysBonds if sued to Pacific Railroad Combeen appointed Chief of the Bureau of Print- •tery, and virtually disclaims any responsibility
panies, Interest payable in lawful
money; principal outstanding.......64,623.512 ing and Engraving....A delegationof whites on the part of the company for the terrible
Interestseemed and not yet paid ...... 1.292,472 and blacks of the Labor League of tho United catastrophe.
Interestpaid by United States.. ...... 34,018,923 States, headed by John Pope Hodnott, called
Interest repaid by transportation of
TURCO-RUSSIAN
upon tho Presidentone day last week, and read
mails, etc ...........................
8,131,735
an
address
requesting
Dim
to
embody
in
Balance of interest paid by United

John

.

.

THE

a

recommenda...... .............. • 25,887,188 his Message to Congress
appropriation
money
The coin balance includes <(14,828,250held tion for
internal improvements,
give
for redemption of called bonds not presented for
for payment, and the currencybalance includes employment to idle labor ; also to recom$6,000,000 held as a specialfund for the re- mend the restoration of suffrage in the District of Columbia, and the payment of 10.000
demption of fractional currency.

States..

the

of

to

.

WAR.

A column of 17,000 Russian troops crossed

the

Roumanianfrontier at Bestiuckon

tbe 24th

of April. Roumania, having received no preliminary notification, declared it yielded to
force, and directed its troops to fall back to
avoid a conflict.

workingmen defraudedby contractorsunder
The Montenegrinforces are advancingtothe Board of Public Works. They were
Suit has been enteredin the New York courts courteouslyreceived, and went awav with the ward the frontierof Albania.... Austria will
by OomelinsJ. Vanderbilt against his brother impression that the President would do the shortly occupy Bosnia with two army divisions.

THE EAST.

William for

right thing.. .It is proposed to reward the

on aUeged breach of distinguishedIndian chief, Spotted Tail, for
contract, under which it is asserted he withdrew his valuable servicesto the Government,by
from the contest of tho late Commodore V.’s making him a Major or Colonel in the regular
will.
army. Sherman and Sheridan both favor the
The suit of the English owners of the famous suggestion.
Emma Mine against Trenor W. Park and Ex-Gov. Notes, of Ohio, it is said has been
others, who sold it, to recover the $5,000,000 tendered and has accepted the position of
paid for it, alleging there was fraud, deceit and Minister to France. It is also reported that exmisrepresentation
on the part of Park in regard Gov. Fletcher, of Missouri,may be tendered
to the resources of the mine, has terminatedin the mission to Vienna. Gov. Noyes will not
New York, after a four months' trial, in a ver- sail for France until his nomination shall have
$1,000,000,

... .The Turks crossedthe Danube on the 25th
of April, at several points, and sent ont flying
corps to destroy railways before the advance
the Russians ____
column of Russians has invaded Asiatic Turkey. Turkey has
sent to the Enropean powers a' long circular,
in reply to the Czar's manifesto It protests

A

of

protection of Russian subjects in Turkey, and
has demanded that they be allowedto remain
theia. . .France proclaimsher neutrality.
.

GENEBAL FOREIGN NEWS.
Russia’s war manifesto is severely criticised
by the London press on account of what the
English journals are quite unanimous

in

char-

THE NANCY CLEM! MYSTERY.
Revelations Drawn Ont After Four Trials,
Two Convictions,and Twenty Months of a
Lite Sentence In an Indiana Penitentiary.

murder, waa perpetrated near this city

acterizing as the spiritof arrogance and selfisheight years ago. The death of Jacob
ness which marks the course of Russia toward
Turkey. Great stress is also laid upon tbe fact Young and his wife, shot down side
lonely spot
the bank of
that the manifestois significantly silent orrthe side at
subject of territorial aggrandizement...The White river; the arrput soon afterward
dreadfulplagne has reappeared at Bagdad.
of Mrs.
Cfen* for the ^ order,

by

a

on

Nancy

Spain estimates her revenues and expendi- with two male accomplices,one of them
tures the coming fiscal year at 7,300,000,000 being her brother, Silas Hartman ; the
piasters.. v

The BritishParliament, by

a vote

long series of hard-fought trials that fol-

five years later in the recomnensatory import dutiea on iron and iron lease of the woman after four trials for
goods.
murder, two convictions,and twenty
of 211 to 111, has killed a Tariff bill imposing

lowed, ending

A Paris dispatchsays the rate of exchange

months of a life sentence spent in the
now nearly as low as the lowest penitentiary* the strange but incompoint touched during the Crimean war ____ The plete revelations of mysterious financial
Turkish budget shows a deficit of 4:12,000,000. transactions on a large scale which came
....A fire in Oomtantinopie, last week, deout in these trials ; and the constantly
stroyed 600 buildings.
heightening thrill of strange horror and
England will immediately send 50,000 troops
mysterious interest that first convulsed
to Egypt.... Tho English Government has
the immediate neighborhood, and later
issued a proclamationof neutrality on the Eastspread in continually-widening circles
ern question, and declares that it intends for the
presentto stand back and let Russia and Tur- over the whole country, as the singular
revelationswent on— all these are still
key fight it out
"The most absolute neutrality, guaranteed too recent to have been forgotten.
Now the mystery is coming to light in
by the most scrupulous abstention,will remain
several
civil suits, in which Mrs. Clem
the basis of our policy." So declaredthe Duke
de Cazes, in the French Chamber of Deputies, will figure variously as witness and parthe other day.
ty. In one of these suits, to which she
The steamer Loftus, from New Haven, Ct, is not a party, the court two or three
having on board 70,000 rifles and 15,000,000 weeks since ordered the taking of her
on pussia

is

cartridges, with other war material, valued at
£2,000,000sterling, has been totally lost in the
Black sea.

deposition.This was done privately
and at great length, Gen. Ben Harrison,
of the counsel in the suit, conducting it.

For a whole weeTi this extraordinary
woman, who was never on the witness

MICHIGAN LEGISLATURE.

stand in the whole course of the judicial
Tuesday, April 24.-8ENATE.-Billswere proceedings against her, was subjected
p»med imcndiug the Wyandotte city charter; pro- to a close examination by a skilled lawviding for tho consolidation of the two Lansing yer, and it has been made clear that Mrs.
library societies ; granting the Upper Peninsula Clem, Young, the murdered man, Abrams,
members $2 extra per diem during this seasiou;proan accomplice in the murder, and others
riding for the safe keeping of insane persons convicted of high crimes; amending the 8t. Louis vil- whose connection with these was more or
lage charter— A joint resolution was passed prtv
less obscure, were engaged in a strange
posing an amendment to the State constitution
empoweringthe Legislature to organize course of dealing in money, which placed
or disorganize counties composed wholly them in relationsof confidence aud of
of islands ; and for the extension of the time for the
large credit, without visible foundation,
applicationof pensions... .The bills for the relief
of officers of the Tenth Michigan volunteers, and with some of the strongest bauks and
relative to acquiring titles to lands occupied by railmost conservativebusiness men in the
road companies, were lost, but immediately reconsidered....Tho afternoonsession was very short city. Mrs. Clem, or more frequently the
It passed two bills admitting the Mason and Dexter
others, who acted as her agents and goLight Guards into the Btate military service.
betweens, were able to procure sums
House.— The resolutionof the Detroit Common
ranging up to $10,000 from such bauks
Council, asking the Legislature to authorize Detroit
as Harrison’saud Fletcher’s,and from
to raise $500,000on tunnel bonds, was submitted.
such private parties as H. L. Wright,
Petitionswere received from Moguogon, Greenfield,
Ecoree and Dearborn citizens remonstrating against then and now a prominent businessman;
the division of Wayne county.... A message was R. 8. Dorsey, and others. These loans
receivedfrom the Senate refusingto concur
were without visible security, aud apparin the House amendment to the Railroad Commissioner’s bill, reducing his salary, etc. After ently made by tho lenders without
considerable debate the House receded from Its knowledge of the business in which they
amendment....Bills were passed amending the
BattleCreek city charter ; amending the Whitehall were to be used. It seemed to be
village charter ; also to amend section 115 of the
enough for them that for a time the loans
compiled laws of 1871, being section 84 of chapter 6,
were promptly paid with gratifying usurelative to electors of Prealdent and Vice President
ry. This did not last, however.
of the United Htatcs.
.

.

.

Wednesday, April 25.— Senate.— At . tho
morning session the Senate went into committee of
the whole and considered the House bill relativeto
the sate of liquor to minors. The committeefinally
arose and recommended that the bill be referred to
the Judiciary Committee. It was so ordered....
The remainder of the day was consumedin committee of the whole.

When

denouement came it brought
bankruptcy
and robbery. The balances were all on
the wrong side. When Young was
killed he owed the banks and others over
the

with it not only murder, but

$40,000, and his assets were not $6,000.
Also, $7,000 on his person the day of

House.— The liquor trafficcommittee reported the murder disappeared from the body.
against the declarationof war, pointing ont back to the House the Police Liquor bill,slightly
The theory of the prosecutionwas that
tho efforts of Turkey to improve the position
changed. The hour for closing saloons is 1 p. m.
of me
oi
the unnsuans
Christiansana
and satisfy
sausry tbe
the demai
demand of Mr. Robbinsmoved an amendment excepting cities, himself and wife were killed to shut
the powers. In the absence,therefore, of any where the hour of cloning should ‘»e fixed at 11 p. their mouths and cover up the spiriting
provocationon the part of Turkey, the circu- m. Carried by 68 to 17. The bill then passed. It away of this and other large sums by
amends the old law In no important particular,but
been confirmed by the Senate at the approach- lar declares the Porte is at a loss to understand reuuiTB
dict for tho defendants.
some ui
of iu*
its secuons
sections more easy to interpret
interpret. Mrs. Clem.
Russia’s attack,and consequently appeals to renders »ome
ing
session.... A Washington di spa ton says :
—
The
Committee
on
Public
Lands
reported bac_
It also appears that Mrs. Clem used
Dubino the temporary absence of James
"There are to be no more pardons for whisky the treaty pf Paris and mediation of the guar- thc Alpena Land Grant Railroad bill, amended so as to
the money and credit of men and women
Hurd, of North Weare, N. H., his insane wife thieves. The President is understood to have anteeing powers.
provide for an appropriation of three sectionsto the
Roumania Las decided to cast her lot with mile for the construction of a narrow-gaugeroad. whose confidence she was able to gain
killed their son, aged 10 years, and hanged her- said that the sole survivor of the whisky ring,
House, in committee of the whole, concurred in by some mysterious power— personal
Helf At Nashua, N. H., James F. Whitney, Joyce, must expect to serve out his full term. Russia, and has issued a declarationof war The
the amendments. On Us final passage, however, it
aged 6 years, in a quarrel with a plavmate, Judge Devons is thoroughly in sympathywith
against Turkey.... Throughout the Russian had only 61 votes — short of the neoessary two-thirds magnetism, perhaps— to furnish a gang
Louis Shattuck,was fatally stabbed by the lat- the Presidentin this matter."
empire tne declarationof war was received The debate on this bill was very warm .... BiU* were of gamblers with means to cany on their
The Attorney General has issued a circular with wild demonstrationsof enthusiasm ____ The passed: Forbidding any township containing less business, while she shared in their gains.
The New York Gold Exchange has passed setting forth his determination to reduce the first engagement between the Russians and than 1,000 inhabitants raising more than $500 pej
annum for ordinary contingentexpenses ; to main- She was, she says, in intimate relation
ontof existence.... The Union Banking Com- expenses of the Department of Justice $40,000 Turks took place at Batoum. in Asiatic Turkey. tain polit cal purity ; to amend section 13 of chap- with the gamblers’ business. At times,
gany, of Philadelphia, has failed ; liabili- annually. This will be done in a great measure Turkish reports claim that tiie enemy was de- ter 47 of tho compUed laws of 1871, l>eing she cooked meals for them. At other
compiler’ssection 1,757, relative to draining
' ‘ *with
’tntl
the loss of---800.
about $500,000 ..... Gov. Hartranft by reducing the salaries of Assistant District feated
swamps, marshes and other low lands
times she stood guard while the play was
of Pennsylvania, has signed the death Attorneys,and in many cases dispensing with The Porte has issued another manifesto, to
amend section 21 of an act entitled "An act
warrants of Andrew Lanahan, of Lu- them altogether — The Presidenthas appoint- which declares that the Bosnian, Bulgarianand relative to the organization and powers of fire and progressing. She was paid for all these
zerne county; Edward Kelley, Michael J. ed Judge John E. King* Collectorof the Port
marine Insurance companiestransacting business services. On one critical occasion she
Herzegovinian insurrections, and Servian and within this State,’’ approved April 3, 1869, being
Dovle^ and John ^ Donohue, of Carbon county ; of New Orleans, in place of James F. Casey.
received $500 for watching at the door.
Montenegrin
declarationsof war, were insti- compiler’s section2,985, chapter 99 of the compiled
T,ho Munley» of BchuylkiU countv, aU
There are indications that the Treasury De- gated by Russia. The manifesto concludes laws of 1871. The last-named bill passed the House
"Molly Maguires.”The executions will' take
During the month of March last 150
partment is contemplating another whisky- with the declarationthat Turkey is ready to with scarcelya dissentingvote. It gives the
place June 21.... A portion of tho roof of the
Commissioner of Insurance power to prescribe ships passed through the Suez canal.
fight
to
the
death
for
independence...*
All
ring
war.
The
laws
as
to
ganging,
it
is
said,
new Postoffice building in New York fell in, a
a form of policy for fire insurance compafew days ago, killing three workmen and seri- are to be more strictly observed, and the Russian subjects have been ordered to quit Tur- nies, to ask any question that he may think proper, The receipts of the company amounted
ously injuring three others.
subordinaterevenue officers are to be moved key immediately....A report comes by cable and, If the answer is not satisfactory,he can cancel to 3,090,000 francs.
about from station to station more than they that Austria has called upon England to fulfill their authority.The authority conferredon the
the west.
Commissioner is of unlimited power, and from
have been since the last whisky raid ____ The
whose decisionthere is no appeal except in the slow
THE MARKETS.
Tbainb on the Union Pacific railroad were de- revenue from internal taxation in the vear endprocess of the courts,during which time tho busilayed several hours by a heavy snow-stonn on ing May 1 exceeded by nearly $2,500,000the
ness of a company would be ruined.
NEW YORK.
St. Nicholasand Poti, on the Black sea, have
the 25th of April.
. A
Ban Franciscodispatch amount collected in the preceding twelve
9 25 @12 00
Thursday, April 26.— Senate.— Bills were Beeves ............................
been bombardedand partially destroyed by the
months.
The
authorities
confidently
exHoos ..............................
5 76 @ 6 00
says four of the Chico incendiaries have been
Turkish
fleet
passed
to
punish
persons
who
permanently
injure
Cotton ............................11
sentenced to the penitentiary, as follows : H. pect that the receipts for tho * fiscal year ending June 30 will come fully
The Khedive of Egypt has notified Turkey children in their care, by fine or imprisonmentnot Flour— Superfine Western ........ 8 00 @ 8 50
T. Jones, twenty years : James Fay, ton vearsun to the estimate of $120,000,000 ..... that ho cannot furnish the contingentof sol- less than three years,and to make inhuman treat- Wheat— No. 2 Chicago .............1 95 @ 1 96
Pleasant Slaughter,ten years; A. Holderbaum,
68 (§ 71
ment of children punishableas a misdemeanor; Corn— Western Mixed ..............
five years. A motion for a new trial in the The Comptroller of tho Currency reports the
Western Mixed ..............49
60
amount of United States bonds on aepositas diers asked for.... The Russian commanders making bank stock taxable where the owner Oath—
cases of Jones and Fay was made and denied
1 15 (<i 1 18
give notice- to the population of tho Turkish resides;to amend section 23 of chapter 170, Rye— Western ......................
security
for
tho
circulation
of
national
banks
Pork—
New
Mees
..................
16
60
@16
75
... .The last crop reports from the Pacific coast
compiler’s section 4,765 of the compiled
on the 1st of May, $340,732,000, an increase of provinces that there will be no interference laws of 1871, relativeto divorces ; relative to pro- Lard .............................
10^@ lOtf
are not as promising as previous reports.
with
non-combatants
who
remain
at
homo.
$3,000,000since the publicationof his report
CHICAGO.
by garnishment;relative to the assessment
Abbanoements for the removal of the old Nov. 1, 1876. Tho net increase of national- None of tbe Turks in Bulgaria will be molested ceedings
and collectionof taxes.... A Joint resolution was Beeves— Choice Graded Steers ..... 5 25 @5 40
Choice Natives ...........4 70 @ 6 20
agency Bionx as well as their lately-surrenderedbank circulation for the month of April was on account of tho massacres, except those passed to authorize the Board of State Auditorsof
Cows and Heifers........ 8 25 @ 4 25
whoso murderous excesses made them con- this Slate to discharge from record a certain indentbrethren to now quarters on the Missouri river •*124,000. Amount of additional circulation
Good Second-classSteers. 8 90 @4 25
issued,$1,452,250. The amount of national- spicuous. If any of these arc caught, they ure of mortgage executedby Edmund H. Hazelton
Medium to Fair ..........4 40 @ 4 60
are to be pushed forward rapidly. The bands
and Clarinda B. Hazelton and George M. Dewey to
hank circulation outstanding May 1, was $318,- will be hanged. Guerrillas will not be tolerated, tho people of the State of Michigan,dated Jan. 4, Hoos— Live ........................
5 30 @ 5 70
to be removed number about ten thousand perbut
Christians
may
join
the
Russian
army
and
364,667
. .John D. Defrees has been appointed
Flour— Fancy White Winter...... 9 25 @10 50
1860.
sons, and the Nebraska people are not very
be
enrolled
in
a
special
corps
organized
for
Good to Choice Soring Ex. 7 25 @7 75
Public Printer in place of A. M. Clapp, resigned.
cheerfulover the proHjiect of the establishment
House.— Bills wore passed: Incorporatingtho Wheat— No. 2 Spring ..............1 66^@ 1 68
the purpose. The Turks are assured that
The Commissioner of Internal Revenue is of if any more massacres are attempted Coldwater schools ; amending the charter of Bay
of such a colony of half-reformed hair-raisers
No. 3 Spring .............. 1 56 @1 69
0I?nt^r50^er».It is expected that the agency the opinion that there is not a barrel of illicit there will be swift retribution.... The Greek City ; amending the liquor tax.... The balance of Corn— No. 2 ......................
66tf@ 67^
will be establishedsomewhere near the southOats— No. 2. ...... .. ..............41^@ 43
whisky in the market, and that none is being Government, while actively arming, intends for tho day was used in committee of the whole on the
94
easterncorner of Dakota.
for a State public Rye— No. 2, ... • •••»•**/#•*«!•• ....... 92
tho present to maintain an attitude of reserved bill making an appropriation
manufactured, except in remote mountainous
Barley— No. 2 ..................... 82
85
school at Coldwater.
nen
trality....The
Italian
Government
has
The people of Western Nebraska indulgetho
Butter— Choice Creamery ......... 31
33
sections of tho South.
issued a declaration of neutrality. . .The TurkFriday, April 27.— Senate.— Mr. Hinchman. Eoos— Fresh ....................... 10
10_^
most sanguine hopes that the recent heavy
ish fleet has been ordered to blockade the Rus- of the Committeeon Cities and Villages,reported an Pork— Mess ........................
15 75 @10 00
POLITICAL.
snow-storm and cold snap in the western part
10^'
sian ports.... Russia has 300,000 men on the elaborate substitutefor the Hotel Fire-Escape bill. Lard .............................. 10
of the State will have the effect to enUrely deMILWAUKEE.
A Washington correspondent says Mr. Ran- Danube and 125,000 men in the Caucasus,while
It requires hotel hands to be kept under drill for
stroy the grasshoppers.... .Judge Schaeffer, of dall is not so confident of his election to the the opposing forces of the Turks are 100,000 emergencies;a night-watch, who shall knock at Wheat— No. 1 .....................1 88 @ 1 90
No. 2 ......................
1 78 (n' 1 79
Utah, has rendered a decisionin the divorce
Soeakerahip as ho was two or three weeks ago. along the Danube and 50,000 or loss in Asia every door In case of fire, with authority to burst Corn— No. 2 ....................... 56 @
Aim Eliza vs. Brigham Young, to the Two tilingshave discouraged him— tho knowl- Minor.
open rooms if necessary; hallways on every floor Oats-No. 2 ........................ 41
42
effect that there was no marriage between the
leading to two balconies on each streetfront,the
edge that Mr. Morrison's candidacy is an earnA
dispatch
from
Vienna
says tho Sultan has balconies to be providedwith permanent ladders • Rye .................. ..............98 @ 1 00
parties, and that Ann Eliza is not entitled to a
Barley— No. 2 .................... 82
84
est one, and the conviction that the Southern declared that he will not unfurl the standard all new hotels to be built in sections,with firedecree of divorce.
ST. LOUIS.
Democratic members are generallyopposed to
proof partitions; hotels connected with water- Wheat— No. 2 Red Fall ............2 08 @ 2 13
Tfe Coroner’s jury in the inqueston the him. . .Col. Keyes has been reappointedPost- of the Prophet to arouse the Ottoman feeling works to have water-pipes with hose coupCorn— Western Mixed .............52
54
until all other means of defense have failed
..
lings extended to every floor and section; Oats— No. 2 ........................ 45
victims of the Southern Hotel fire, at St Louis, master at Madison, Wis.
46
all hotel-keepers neglecting tho provisions of this
|A column of Russians has invaded Georgia in
Rye ................................ 95 @ 1 00censure the proprietors of the hotel for
Gov. Packard, it is said, is an applicantfor
Asiatic Turkey. The inhabitants are receiving proposed uw to be subject to penaltiesand dnm- Pork— Mess ........................
ifl 50 @16 75
neglectingto provide for the extinguishingof tho Collectorship of the port of New Orleans.
them as friends, and surrenderingtheir arms to ages In case of loss or injury to guests by reason of Lard .............................10
10*
fires ; for keeping in the store-roomand winefire.... Bills were passed relative to the sale of
Hoos
..............
........
.....
4 90 @ 5 50
....It is reported that John D. Defroes will them.... The Roumanian Cabinet declare that liquor to minors, amended so that druggists may
cellar a large amount of inflammable material
Cattle
.............................
2
50
@ 5 50
the treaty of Paris has been destroyed by sell spirituousliquors to minors on prescriptionof
succeed A. M. Clapp as Government Printer.
without adequate watching ; for removing from
CINCINNATI.
Europe, in allowing the entrance of Russian a physician, together with a written request from
A Washington dispatch says : " Gen. Banks
Wheat .............................
2 00 @ 2 05
their office the gong necessaryto alarm the inarmies into Turkey.
parent or guardian,the prescribing physician not Corn ............ u .................
55
69
mates of the hotel in case of fire; employing can hardly bo considereda compromise candito be the druggist or druggist’spartner ; amending
Oats ............................... 50
2
Advices from the Roumanian capitalaccount
55
only one watchman, and he a very inefficient
tli®
Drain
law.
by
empowering
the
Drain
Conimiadate for the Speakership. He has intimated to
Bye ................................98 @ 1 00
man,
his duties as auch
in part for the slow movement of the Russian Hioncr
to
build
dykoe
;
reducin
.4land
^ aopplementing
„
-----„ 14
------ ig the salary of the Pork— Mess ........................
15 75 @16 00
ins mends that it is by no means certain that
with other matters; for lack of roles
11
left wing. The marshes of tho Dobrndscha, Salt Inspector to $1,500, and the Inspection fee to Lard ...............................
he can support Hayes’ Southern policy.”
one mill per bushel.
and instructionsto their employesas to
TOLEDO.
the district of Eastern Bulgaria immediately
Senator
Blaine
has
been
chosen
Chairman
their conduct and duties in * case * of
House.— Messrs. Wood, Robbins, and Wood- WHEAT-Extra .....................2 17 @ 2 18
along the Black sea coast, are representedto bo
Amber ....................2 10 @ 2 13
fire ; wid for their making no efficientefforts on of the Maine Republican State Committee for
in an unusuallywet aud unhealthy condition, worth were appointeda conferencecommitteefor
61
the night of the fire to awaken their guests and the eighteenthconsecutiveyear. . .The Penn- and the Russians will have to wait several days considering the differencesbetween the Senate and Corn ...............................60
Oats— No. 2..* ..................... 45
48
employes. . The Chicago Times thinks the ex.After a long
for the roads to get into passable condition. In House on a flash test of kerosene oil.
DETROIT.
RepublicanState Convention has been
.tenient in the grain market is about over, and
the meantime the center and right of the in- and Heated discussion,Senate bill 178 was passed Flour— Medium ...................8 75 ® 9 75
°f 52 to 28. It appropriates $100,800 to Wh eaj— White ............... ..... 2 05 @2 14
says : If anybody believes in another upward August? meet Rt ®&rri8,JQr8
ot vading armies wifi be able to traverse the to’
the Coldwater State public schools.
A blU was inbound of pnees he will be doomed to disap58
Roumanian principalities,and get in position troduced to prevent the kUling of muskrats, cxojpt Corn— No. 2 ......... ............. 52
GENERAL.
50
pointmentFarmere and speculators who have
for tho actual work of the campaign against the from the 1st of March to the 15th of April. . .Both Oats— Mixed ............... ..... 45
Bye..... .......................... 70
80
gram, pork, or anything marketable to sell are
The eighth annual report of the Board of Turkish armies aud strongholds .Jill Mus- houses adjourneduntil Monday evening.
Pork— Met* ........................
16 75 @17 00
advised to sell now instead of yielding to tho
sulmans
in Bosnia and Herzegovina between
Monday, April 30.— Both houses met in the
EAST LIBERTY, PA.
Indian Commissioners is made public. The retendency to wait for still higher prices.
the ages of 16 and 60 have been summoned to
6 85 @ 5 60
evening, after an adjournmentof forty-eighthours. Hoos— Yorkers .....................
port
reviews
what
has
been
done
under
the
A freight train on the Danville and VinIp11*
Miuy in those provinces.
Philadelphia*...............5 75 @ 6 00
There was barely a quorum present in eitherhouse. Cattle — Best ......................
P**®6 ?y«tem and deprecatesthe want of good
5 75 @ 6 00
cennes railroadjumped the track in tho sub- faith of the Governmentin its treatment of the
The sessionwas very brief, and llttieor no business
Medium ..................5 00 @ 5 75
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or voting-places where a fair election has
prevented by the causes above named.

THE LOUISIANA COMMISSION.

Knowledge

The War Likely to Become General.

been

Is

Power.

AMDS

THE

& WESTLAKE

This 1b a nation of enlightenedfreemen. EdIt is now morally certain that the war ucation la the corner-etoneand foundationof
The same law further declares that it shall
Text of Their Report to the President— be the duty of the same Secretary of State to cannot be localizedas between Russia our Government The people are free to think
A Brief Hammary of Their Labors at transmitto the Clerk of, the House of Repre- and Turkey. Already several smaller and act for themselves,and that they may act
!
sentatives and to the Secretary of the Senate of
(Sbwborna'a Pat. Au*. 8th, 1878.)
New Orleans.
powers are involved, and it is only a wisely it is necessary that they be well informed.
The following is the report of the the last General Assembly a list of the names question of time how soon some of the Every individual gain increases public gain. Manufadursd by The Adams A WeitlaksMfg. Co.,
Upon the health of the people is based the prosof suoh persons as, accordingto the returns,
Chicago.
LouisianaCommissionersto President shall have been elected to either branch of the larger powers will be. Roumania is al- perity of a nation, by it every value is increased,
General Assembly, and it shall be the dnty of ready oragged into it, and must speedily every joy enhanced. Health is essentialto the
GmterCapity
Hayes:
the Clerk and Secretary to place the names take sides, Servia also is drawn into a accomplishmentof every purpose;while sickNew Obleaks, April 21, 1877.
ness
thwarts
the
best
intentions
and
loftiest
of the Representativesand Sonators-olect
so
critical pomtion. Although she has but
To the President of the United States :
alms. Unto ns are committed important health
furnished upon the roll of the House and of
Sib— In accordance with your request,the the Senate respectively, and those Representa- just finished her campaign and con- trusts, which we hold not merely in onr own
THAN ANT OTHXX
undersignedhave visited this city and passed tives and Senators whose names are so placed cluded a treaty of peace with Turkey, behalf but for the benefit of others. In order
the last sixteen days in ascertaining the political by the Clerk and Secretary respectively in ac- the Porte has intimated to her that she that we may be able to discharge the obligation
OIL
IN
situation in Louisianaand endeavoring to bring cordance with the foregoing provisions and must take up arms again, this time upon of our trusteeship, and thus prove worthy of onr
generous commission, it is necessary that we
about a peaceful solution of its difficulties.In none other shall be competent to organize the
THE
WORLD!
the side of Turkey.
study tho art of preservinghealth and prolongview of the declaration in the letter of the Sec- House of Representativesor the Senate. It is
Meanwhile, the Russian Pan-Slavist ing life. It is of paramount importanceto every
N.rt!
retary of State that we shonld direct our efforts claimed by tiio counsel for the Nioholls GovEconomical!
to the end of securing the recognition of a ernment that this act, so far as it interpose* emissaries are already laboring with person not only to understand the means for
Dorablo!
single Legislature as the depository of the rep- the Returning Board exercising these powers of Prince Milan to secure liis co-operation. the preservationof health, bat also to know
Odorleoo !
resentative will of the people of Louisiana, exclusion between the parish Supervisor of Whether Servia will throw off her new- what remedies should be employed for the alleviationof the oommon ailmente of life. Not
leaving, if necessary, to indicia! or other consti- Registration with his consolidatedreturnsand
AU kinds of BaKINO and Oootino dona brtltr and
ly-restoredallegiance to Turkey or will that wo would advise every mannnder all cir- quick#
than on tba ordinarycoal or woodatova.WASHtutional arbitramentwithin the State the ques- the Secretary of State, is, when applied to the
ING and Ibonino for Uri* famUiea can ba dona without
tion of ultimate right, and in view of yonr de- election of members of the General Assembly, ally herself with Turkey against Russia cumstances to attempt to be Us own physician,
heatingtha klutban.
termination to withdraw the troops of the of Governor, and of Lieutenant Governor, a remains to be seen, but, whatever but wo entreat him to acquire sufficientknowltw* Agents
Everywhere.
United States to their barracks as soon as it plain violation of those provisions of the con- oourse she may pursue, she is not likely *dgo of his system Mdthe^laTra thMgyveriut,
Kmd/or JlltulnltdCircular! and Ttmu.
could be done without endangering the peace, stitutionof Louisiana which say the returns of
BROS.,
we addressed ourselves to the task <Jf securing all elections of the General Assembly shall be
44 Clark teroad, CHICAGO.
a common Legislature of undisputed authority made to the Secretary of State, and in reference oneP Montenegro has resumed her
competent to compose the existing politicalcon- to Governor and Lieutenant Governor the re- hostilitiesagainst the Turks, aud these the suDjocts of physiology and hygiene,or tho
tentions and to preservethe peace without any turns of every election shall be sealed up and invincible mountaineerswill prove a | science of life and the art of preservinghealth,
aid from the national Government To this end transmittedby the proper returning officersto serious thorn in their side. Crete is more scientificallydiscussed or more plainly
wo endeavored to assuage the bitternessand the Secretary of State, who shall deliver them rising in insurrectionagainst Turkish taught than in “The People’s Common Sense
Medical Adviser,” by R. V. Pierce, M. D., of
animosity we found existing on both sides, so to the Speaker of the House of Representatives.
authority. Egypt, of course, has Buffalo, N. Y. It is a volume of over nine hunas to secure public opinion less unfavorableto On the other baud, it is insisted by the counsel
such concessions as were indispensable to for the Packard Government that the Legisla- furnished her contingentof troops,- and dred large pages, illustrated by over two hunour success in obtainingsuch Legislature and ture has the power to create this Returning Persia is reported to have a secret un- dred and eighty-two engravings and colsuch general acquiescencein its authorityas Board, and give it the authoritywith which deratanding with Russia. Of the great , ored plates, is elegantly bound in clothb and gilt,
would insure social order. We have had the act clothes it. It is also claimed by
full conferences with the two gentlemen them that the constitutionality
of the powers, Austria 18 the most likely to be thor.t the liw price of oaoilonarand fifty cents
involved. The slightest tendency to in- ft copy. Nearly one hundred thousand copies
who claim the gubernatorialoffice,and with act has been settled by the Supreme
.
many other members of their respectivegov- Court of the State, but the Nicholls party surrection in Servia, or the first intima- have already been sold, aud the presentedition,
emments, in their executive,judicial and leg- denied that the question was decided by the tion of territorialacquisition on tho part *[hich is revised and enlarged and more espeislativedepartments.We have also conversed Supreme Court in a manner that could be con- of Russia, wiU compel Austria to occmpy
very freely with largo delegationsof men of sidered authoritative.It should be further
Bosnia and Herzegovina and thus array djgoageB anu their remedies,as well as of anatbusiness, with many of the District Judges,and stated that it is not claimed by the counsel for
We will aend the Pattern with
with hundreds of prominent citizens of all par- the Nicholls Government that the Legislature herself against the Turks. England can | omy, physiology, hygiene, human temperaments.
id
many
other
topics
of
great
interest
to
all
ties and races, representingnot only this city, could not create a Returning Board and clothe only be involved in the remote contin- and
Ton ©onto (or 3 atauipa),
but almost every parish in the State. We have it with these powers with regard to the ap- gency that Russia manifests
^
"PrinctuPotonaUe. To pay mailing expenses.
1(,
also received many printed and written state- pointment of Presidentialelectors, since the
menta of fact and legal arguments, and every provisions of the State constitution, on which
a^still more remote contingency,^he
Dr. Wilhoft’s Anti-Periodic or Feperson with whom wo came in contact has they rely, relate only to the election of members
shown an earnest desire to give us all possible of the Legislature, of Governor and Lieutenant only powers that are certain not to be VEU AyD Aoce Tonic I-Wilhoft’s Tonic has
information bearing upon the unfortunate po- Governor. We quote the following from one drawn into the war are Italy and France. establisheditself as the real infallible Chill
cure. It is universally admitted to bo the only
litical divisions in this State. The actual con- of their printed arguments : “Indeed, as to
—Chicago Tribune.
reliable and harmless Chill medicine now in
dition of affairson our arrival in this city may Presidential electors, the mode of the appointuse. Its efficacy is confirmed by thousands of
be brieflystated as follows : Gov. Packard (we ment is by the constitution of tho United States
A. BURDETTE SMITH, eoito.,
Photographinga Heart Beat.
certificates of the very best people from all
shall speak of both gentlemen by the title they left to the discretion of the Legislatureof the
«t, n. y. ch>.
One of the most remarkableapplica* parts of tho country. It cures malariousdisclaim) was at tho State House with his Legisla- State. Therefore, the General Assembly of
turo and friends, and an armed police force. Louisianamight create any tribunalwhatever
As there was no quorum in the Senate,even and contide to it the appointmentof electors is now made to register, and in
infernos!
the
Z0Qe
u , It haw Jovcr
known
upon his own theory oHaw, his Legislature was | for President and Vice President Consequentaccurate manner, the mechamcal motion ^ faiL G- n Fi2(LAY & COm proprietors, Now
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Orleans,
Fob hale by all Dbdooihts.

triumph

transact any businesssince it was dispossessedI the people, to count the votes and decide and result is attained is, indeed, a
of its court room and the custody of its records declare who were entitled to seats in the Elect- of inventive skill. It consists of a
on the 9th day of January, 1877. He had
oral College." As matters stood on our arrival
india-rubberbag, to which a short
organized militia, alleging that his deficiency here, the legal title of the respective claimants
tube is attached; sufficient mercury is
in that respect was owing to his obedience | to the office of Governor depended upon the
poured into the apparatus to fill the
to tho orders
President Grant
Question we have stated, 'There was no jutake no steps to change the relative po- dicial tribunal, acknowledgedto be author- and a portion of the tube, and the insition of himself and Gov. Nicholls. His I itative
both parties,
which it stounTt is then plscsl over the tart of
main reliance was upon his alleged legal title, could be solved, for the reasons already
the person to be examined. Arranged in
claiming that it was the constitutional duty of given. The only hope of a practical solution

idowixt
WITH HIGH PRIOBS.

^

^

depend on foreign makers for their Perfumery
aud ToUet Articles. To Messrs. Colgate A Co.

by

Water are univ0rHaiiy esteemed by the tasteful
tho President to recognize it, and to afford was by tho union of so many members this manner, every pulsation of the gn(j refined as the most delicate aud recherche
heart is indicated by a correspondingof perfumes.
him such militarv assistance as might be nec- ..... . * ’
— ,a
~ -T-essary to enable him to assert his authority of
movement of the mercury in tlie tube, “Horsemen,” and others who pretend
4-ton May Scales,$60 1 old price, $100.
Governor. Gov. Nicholls was occupying Odd I Senate and House of members whose title to and, by suitable photographic apparatus, ^ jin0W) gay that tho following directionshad
Fellows’ Hall as a State House. His Legisla- their seats is valid under either view of tho
provided with a moving sensitive slip of bettor bo observed in using Sheridan's Cavalry 111
tore met there, and was actively engaged in law. With a Legislature of undisputedaupaper, a perfect registrationof the ex- ConditionPowders: Give a horse a table-spoontlie business of legislation.
All tho depart- thority, the settlement of the other questions
ments of the city Governmentof the city of could, as stated in the letter of instructions to tent and rate of the pulsation is obNow Orleans recognized his authority. The our commission from the Secretaryof State, tamed. The interestingfact is made
OF THE MOST PROMINENT
a8 much for an ox. The addiSupreme Court nominated by him arid oon- be gradually woreed out by the prevalent au- known by tins process that the fall of $oa ot
fla0 aa(t wm bo au advantage,
lirmed by his Senate was holding daily ses- thority which the legislative power, when uuthe pulse sometimes takes place in
of to
sious, and had heard about 200 cases. Tho disputed, is quite competent to exert in corncessive horizontallines, the column re- 1 Surely no one so foolish to suffer from
time for the collection of taxes had not ar- posing the conflicts in co-ordinate branches of
, WILL WRITE FOR THE
ascending two or three times before fall- Cold in the Hoad, Catarrh Sores in the Nose,
0
1 when you can be cured by this new antiseptic
iug altogether.
Powde’r, Dr. J. H. McLean's Catarrh Snuff.
Trial boxes, by mail 60 cts. Dr. J. H. McLean,
Bismarck*
the ordinaryexpesnses of the State Govern- 0f the withdrawal of members from the Pack
ment. The Nicho
This month the reading public is to be de- 314 Chestnut, 8L Louis.
lolls Legislaturehad a quorum ard to the Nicholls Legislature, tho latter has
(Kathy's Paper.)
hi the Senate upon either Nicholls’ or Pack- eighty-sevenReturning-Board members in the lighted with the authentic biography of the
Kurta, BhemtTi. K«jr, fiohnrt, Morton. Blalns, Fo*t«r,
Information
worth
thousands
to those
ard’s theory. The Packard Legislaturehad a House and thirty-twoKetuming-Boardmem- foremost statesman in the world, disclosing cuWlndom, and other* of equal note, contribute«n article
quorum in the House on its own theory of law, bers in tho Senate. Sixty-ono members con- rious researches into his ancestry and lively in- out of health. Self-help for weak and nervous during the
. 1 . 1.
sufferers.
Facts
for
those
who
have
been
dosed,
Till* Nuaby Letter* ar* written excluatrely for the
but, as already stated, not in the Senate,ana atitute a constitutional
quorum in^the House, cidents of his youth and student life, coupled
drugged,
and
quacked.
Tho
now
Health
Jourwas thus disabled from any legislation that and nineteenin the Senate. It is proper that with a close analysis of his remarkable Public
The Iteatand Cheapeet Paper In the World.
nal teaches all. Copies free. Address, Electric
... Send
vould be valid even in the judgment
i ’
would
of its own wo should say, in conclusion,that it was in career down to the presenttime— a translation
Ohio.
Tdttop1^
Quarterly;
Cincinnati,
0.
)arty. The commission found it to be very view of the foregoingfacts, especially the con- from the German, with an introduction by Bayparty.
difficult to ascertain the precise extent to which | solidation of the Legislatures, and our knowl- ard Taylor. A spirited, absorbing and instrucEvery Family should have a ReWe have heard recently of several sethe respective governments were acknowl- 1 edge of the condition of Louisiana, tive narrative,replete with aneedote,wit and
ligious Newspaper,
edged in the various parishes outside derived from personal contact with wisdom, its pages gather luster here and there vere cases of spinal disease cured by Johnson's Are YOU * *nbftcribOT to »nyf It not. then dlftch*ne
Anodyne
Liniment;
one
case
of
a
man
forty-fivo
from
charactenstio
speeches
and
private
letters
of New Orleans, but it is safe . to the people, that wo were induced
that DUTY NOW hy ftubiorihins to Uut good
old rallftbleFamily Journal,
say that the changes which had taken | to suggest in our telegram of the of Bismarckhimself. The stoty of his life is years old, who had not done a day’s work for
ronr
years.
The
back
should
first
be
washed,
place in the parishes after tho organizationI 20th instT that the immediate announcementof rendered doubly vivid by upward of one hunof the two governmentson the 9th of January, the time when the troops would be withdrawn dred illustrativehome scenes, battles,portraits, then rubbed with a coarse towel. Apply the
PUBLISHED WEEKLY.
liniment co/d, and rub in well with the hand.
1877, were in favor of the Nicholls Government, to their barrackswould be better for tho peace etc* .H
j
Price, 92M a Year, Postage Incladed.
It will be sold by canvassers, whose time for
The claim to the legalityof the Supreme Court, of Louisianathan to postpone such announce&top that couoh by the new prin- Note— In Club* of Fire or more •ub*criber*I the price
composed of Chief Justice Manning and his ment to some distant aay. The Commissioners, real Biz-marks the hour of its publication. Per1* 82.15
Ye*r each.
associates, who were nominatedby Gov. Nich- holding various shades of political belief,can- sons desiring to arrange for its sale can write to ciple. Dr. J. H. McLean’s Cough and Lung
It* fteed-thouxhM for Sunday school*,"New* of
GhurobM," ami the " Work of our Church," at Home
oils and confirmed bv his Senate, rests upon the not well concur in any sketch of the probable Weston Hulbert, 114 Monroe street, Chicago, Healing Globules;they cure Coughs, Colds and
nml Abroad ; It* Correapondenoe from all i>arU of the
all Throat and Lung Diseases. TMal boxes 26
same basis as the title of Gov. Nicholls and his future of Louisiana. We have forborne in this and secure advance sheets.
world ; IU able contribution*
from eminent men, and its
ots., by mail. Dr. J. H. McLean’soffice,314 editorial*,make it one of the Cheapest and Moet ValuSenate. The claim to tho legality of the Su- report to expressany opinionon the legal ques
able
Family
Newspaper*
in
the
Country.
preme Court composed of Chief JusticeLude- tions arisingupon the foregoing statementof Five Thousand Book* Given Away for tho Chestnut, St. Louis, Mo.
It will contain(at frequentintenrnU)He noon* by Rar.
Asking
ling and his associatesrests either npon their | facts because our letttr of instructions seemed
Dr. Wadsworth and othor eloquent dlvino* any one of
Burnett’s Cologne is prepared from which will amply pay for the eubeoriptlon.Bond tha
right to hold over in case Nicholls' court is 1 to call fora statementof facts rather than au
While Dr. H. James was attached to the Britamount
by Pottoflice money order, chock,nr leglstored
illegal, or upon the legality of the Kellogg-expression of opinion by the Commissioners. ish Medical Staff in the East Indies, his high
the purest and best materials and is unrivaled letter,
THE PUKHIlVTWilAN.
Packard Senate, which connrmed the judges. We all, however, indulge in confidenthopes of position enabled him to call about him the beet
1512 Chestnut Street. Pblla.
Washington Centennial Memorial, OO eta. ad.
unou the nomination of Gov. Packard, and better days for all races in Louisiana. Ainong chemists, physicians and scientistsof the day, in richnessand delicacy of perfume.
dltlonal, plain
or 81.00 in color*.
wliile it Isad a Returning Board quorum. We the reasonsfor these hopes are tho resolutions and while experimenting with and ainong tho
Coi.le* of Tlitt 1‘reahvtrrlnnsent free.
Rheumatism cured at once by Dnrang’s Specimen
have brieflysketched the actual position as we of the Nicholls Legislature and the letter of natives, he accidentally made tho discovery that
Note.— For 84.50 we will giro The Piiemiyterian
found it Wo will now state tho legal ques- Gov. Nicholls herewith submitted,and which consumption can be positivelyand permanently Rheumatic Remedy. Send for circular to Hel- one year, and one copy of the BIBLE DICTIONARY
bound in cloth, over 1W0 pages, which retailsf «r 84.50.
tion upon which the right of these respective have already been given to the public. With cubed. During the many years of his sojourn phenstino& Bentley, Washington, D. C.
Governments depends. The constitutionof an earnest hope that tho adjustment which has there, he devoted his time to the treatment of
< 4 rere
Are made in all tyle* and of every
VegetablePulmonary Balsam, the great New
I
EL description, from the lightest*
the State of Louisiana requiresthat “ the re- been made of the political controversiesof Lung Diseases, and upon his retirementhe left
ighs
turns for all elections for members of the Gen- Louisiahawill be of lasting benefit to that State,
flnsat and most elegant in us# to the heaviest and
eral Assembly shall be made to the Secretaryof and will bo approved by the patriotic people of
strongest required for any kind of work; are unState." It also provides that “ the qualified all sections, wo have the honor to be your physicianand proparo his own medicine, and
A posmvB cure for rheumatism—Dnelectors shall vote for Governor and Lieutenantobedient servants,
Chas. B. Lawrence,
snch informationas we have received we now
rang’s Rheumatic Remedy. Send for circular
governor at the time and place of voting for
Jos. R. Hawley,
offer to the public without price, only asking
strength and durability* They reoelred the highrepresentation.The rettuns of each election
John L. Harlan,
that each remit a threo-cent stamp for postage. to Helphenstlne A Bentley,Washington, D. 0.
est written award at the Centennial Exposition.
shall be sealed up aud transmittedby the proper
John C. Bbown,
Address CRADDOCK A CO., 1032 Race street.
A
yy I None genuine
Durang’s Rheumatic Remedy never
returning officers to the Secretary of State,
Wayne McVeagh.
Philadelphia, Pa.
_
I onles* they are
fails
to
cure
rheumatism.
Sold
by
all
druggists.
who shall deliver them to the Speaker of the
stamped with our name and Tra lt:Vark. A liberal
The Wise Course In Rheamatlsm.
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Sagacious Lobster.
n.

examine^nd Mun?°the vom^^triU 'b^ ob- lob8ter is recorded by Mr. Barker, of the
served thpt this provision of tho constitution Rothesay Aquarium, m a letter to one of
requires the returns of the votes for Governor the Scotch papers. It seems that three
and Lieutenant Governor to be sealed up and lobsters were placed in a tank previously
transimttedby the proper returning officers
- i
in -which inthe Secretary of State, and the same provision occupied by Hat nsii ana in wmen
is made in substanceas to the members of the advertently,a flounder had been left
General Assembly. But in 1870-the Legisla- buried in the shingle, where it died,
tore passed an act, amended in 1872, which One of the lobsters, “ a veteran of uncroated a body called the Returmng Board, usuai size,” soon discovered the dead

to submit to depletion by blood-letting, or to
take colchicum and other drugs of an equally
perniciouscharacter,will consult their well-

being by abandoningsuch insane procedure,
and mring as a Bubsutute HostetlersStomach
Bitten, which will infallibly afford them the
much-desired relief, and is absolutelysafe.
This benign vegetabledepnrent cools the blood
by expelling from it the inflammatoryelements
which give rise to maladies of a rheumatio and
gouty type, and rectifies disorderedconditions
of the stomach, nervous system and bowels
which usually accompany them. As rheumatile floTder.
dragging it tism has a tendency to attack the heart, the defor all elections in the State." The act pro- from its resting place, retired with it to sirabilityof an early resort to the Bitters is obvides that “the Commissioners of Election at a corner of the tank. Shortly afterward vious, since the danger is increasedby every
__
eachpollor voting-place shall count the votes," it Waa noticed that the flounder was moment of delay.
making a Urt of tfio names of aU persons Toted
It was impossible that the
Light, Well-Raised Biscuits, Bread,
for and the offices for which the votes were * . ,
| ,
____ J' •• • o,
.
given, the number of votes received by each, b, '8^r could have eaten it in the time, Cakes, and pastry digest easily and conduce to
the number of ballots contained in the box, and the handle of a net revealed the fact good health. Good health makes labor of all
and the number rejected and the reasons that upon the approach of the two lesser Kinds easier, and prolongslife. Dooley’s
Yeast Powder will always make all these protherefor, and to make duplicates of such lists lobsters he had buned the flounder beductionslight and wholesome. It is warranted
to make better, lighter, sweeter, more toothtaryof State. The law further requires file now JUbHnted guard. live times within some, and nutritious biscuits,cake, bread, etc.,
Supervisorsof Registrationto consolidatethe | two hours was the flounder unearthed, than any other baking powder,-'"
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Rheumatic patients who have been induced

a afriUnrr inatormfl nf wumcitv in

Hofmann’sHop

Pills cure the

See adv’t headed

“

Down

Ague

at once.

with high prices.’’

win ** *,ven ,or

one who sells harness ns the Concord Harness that are not mnde by us. Kxtrs Induce,
any

J. R.

HOWARD

IRON WORKS,

returns received from the different poll- and as often did the wily lobster rebury
We are satisfiedthat Hatch’s Univering-plaoesj and forward them
it with his huge daws, each time asoendsal Cough Syrup is one of the most valuable
the originals
this Returning
n na ing the pile and turning a bold front to cough remedies uat we sell. If any one in need
Board. The act further provides that
if
of such a remedy will call on us, wo will refer
there shall be anv riot, tumult, acts of violence, his companions*
them to those who have used and will folly corintimidationand disturbance,bribery or corroborateall we can say about it We have sold
rupt influence, at'&ny place within said parish at
TTar Against Tramps in New Jersey.
it seme four years, and it has become the leadat or near any poll or voting-place or place of regThe Legislature of New Jersey has ing medicine of its kind. y
'v *
istration,which riot, tumult, acts of violence,
J. T. A H. F. Wood, Dexter, Jeff. Oo., N. Y.
intimidationand disturbance,bribery and cor- appfOved an amendment......
to the law “to
Sold by J. Block! A Co., Chicago,III
nipt influence shall prevent, or tend to prevent,define and suppress tramps,” commanda fair, free, peaceable,and full vote of all fug that all tramps be arrested, and that
Apiu an experience of over twentyb
qualified electors, it shall be the duty of the
the commanding magistrate shall refive yeaxs, su
Commissioner to make a statement of such
ceive 25 cents and the constable making
facta, and forward the same to the Supervisor
only knof Registrationwith his returns of election, the arrest 50 cents for their services.
and the Supervisor of Registration shall forward Constables or officers who refuse to ar- for diseases to which women are subject The
the tame to the ReturningBoard. The Re- rest tramps are to be fined, $10 for each Oraefenberg VegetablePills, the most popular
remedy of the day for biliousness, headache,
turning Board la required' to taveatlgate the
offense, the money to go to the poor liver complaint and diseases of digestion. Sold
statementsof intimidation, and to exclude from
the returns which it makes to the Secretaryof fund of the districtin winch the officer by all druggists. Send for almanacs.Graefenberg Co., New York.
State the returnsreceived by it from the polls resides.
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Hand and Power

BUFFALO,
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PAPER CUTTFR8
—
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AND

Bookbinders’Machl* ery,
Of the Moat Improred Pattarr

Recommend It
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matlon that will convict
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Heartily.
South Boston.

GIS-LiiT

rail

MlBBDl!

81 Per 1,000 Feet!
Cheaper than Coal Gaa-8afer than Keroeena-Amore
than
.

brilliant light

either. .

1

can heartily recommend it to all 1 offering from tbs

'bore complaint*.

*^^&PARI«b.
88*

Athene street.

TheaierestQuarterly Journal of Fashions.
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of Austria by

HOLLAND Ciry NEWS.
Sin, 1377.

!\

the new national life since the downfall of

order to cross the

the empire, will rigidly abstain from

dling in the quarrel, and

conclusionof the Czar's manifesto,

it

and

-

No.

Western Europe was alarmed

all

felt the necessity

will be left to

of opposing it; and

play

by and see

lit forte

t

Ing to the Doctor It will he sent C. 0.

Watchmakers J Jewelers,

which

IN

Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,

We Invite onr friendsand the pub’ic generally to
give us a share of their patronage.
T. E. ANN 18, M. D.

For Sale at the Following

W. &

All Kinds of Spectacles.
Full

and

Holland, March

thirty tourists on

makes the diplomatic victory the greater, sailing for Charleston,
if

any one

--

them should now be led

of

10 repent of its acquiescence and to oppose
the prosecution of Russia’s well-laidplans,
can only be after such decisive military

movements as

made

shall have

immediate military success

scarcelyto be looked

for, but

the issue

and

all

the advantagesthat

di-

plomacy can give are with the Russians at
the outset, while the Turks have cut themselves off from any support, unless it shall

come through complicationsthat are

as

yet nnforseen.
is

may

earnestly to be wished that this war

1877.

6— ly.

one boat

-

From and

Free of Cost.

after this

M-ly

date,
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A

much

after obstinate fighting,in

advantagesare

mancevering;

which the

The

as likely as not to rest

P.

end the

as anxious to

&

A.

with

strife as it

vinces to look

to,

own

and

Rubbers, Slippers, etc.

In the course of next week we

P.

&

A.

MORTON HOUSE

To the Bed Ribbon
a

Men!

Makes Custom Work

Eng-

-- AND

and that though she says nothing, she

is

doing a deal of thinking; but what is she

about? Whether or

not there

an understanding between the

German kinsman, it

Coffee

E.

Czar and

-

cautiously, and in a way that will give as
little pretext as possible for

outside inter-

ference. His otensible purpose is not con-

'IpSHHSS:

move

may be found. An

his armies in the

advance into Asia

of Tifilea, is likely enough

to follow, not only as a diversion,bnt with

GehL

if not also

Tre-

bizond;; but the immediate seat

of war

will be upon the Danube, and

Siiistria

likely

once more

in the

to

militaryhistory

hif

Sons

and

many

believe, and as seems

the Czar and the Kaiser

have been working secretly togetherin

I. P.

ing the continent between them, the anxiety of the powers that are counted out in

THIBOTJT,

Hm removed

his business to

GRAND RAPIDS

»

70 Mbnroc

JIICH

Street.

rwrtntJL0 /J! h,H,°ld M«ndi todcuatheir little arrangement is easy to underMjrthlngfn the clothing line.
r,i" toordpr anything in our
stand. Austria, geographicallyand histoMd for th- ,0"
est possible prices.
rically,is the natural defender of Western

ZSd “i

,

against Muscovite encroachments

in the past ; but France and England con.seated to the iiumllnilon and enleebleirent

l-2fi

Misses Wear.
Full line

for

Meat Market.

:o:.

After being under the care of Dr. Boslsio live days,

and having taken five bottles of bis peach branch
medldno, I am feeling p«ffectly cured, snd gratefully recommendhim to all personssufferingwith

MISS ALICE ROWE.

Sick with consumption for ten years. Cured In
This Meal Market Is In SltiRer’sStore, two doors two weeks by using 10 bottles of Dr. Bosislo’s
East of L. T. Earner*' Book Btoro. They keep on peach branch medicine.
hand a choice assortmentol fresh meats, and also
HANS HANSEN.

1, 1876.

ol Ottawa, sa: keep
session of the Probate Court of the County
of Ottawa, hidden at fho Probate Office, In the
City of Grand Hat'en, in said Count?, on Tuesday the twenty-fourth
day of 'April,in the year and every thing else belonging to that line of
one thousand eight hnt.dred and seventy-seven. business. Full weights and good quality is our
standing rule.
Present: Hauvul L. Ta-e. Judge of Probate.
In the matter of the estate of Frederick Van
den Beldt. deceased.
a Trial.
On reading aud filing the petition,duly verified,
VAN
DEN
BERG
& BUAAM.
of Isaac Marsiljc,Administrator
of said estate, praying that he may he empoweredand licensedto
Holland, Feb. 24, 1877.
*e l certain real estate belongingto said estate,in
said petition described for the pu-poses therein
set forth. Thereupon It Is ordered, that Monday

STATE OF MICHIGAN. County
At

ANGEL1NE TROYLEY.
Webber, Lake Co., Micb^ July 25, 1878.
I had been sufferingfrom catarrhfor four years.
I have been Ircated by four different physicians
during the time bnt derived no permanent benefit.

catarrh.

No. 76, Eighth St.

the Winter trade.

Holland, Jan.

a

Fresh Pork, Salt Pork,

J.

for four years. Have
the best doctors in the State and could find no
relief. Procured the services of Dr. Boslsio, and
in three weeks felt perfectly well. My wife was
sick five years with lung disease and consumption;
the tried numerous phyalclans, but found no relief.
Was cuied in five weeks by Dr. Bosislo.

Had lung disease and dropsy

tried

W.

Bosnian,

Merchant

ItlMt

Repairing Neatly Done
GIVE US A TRIAL.
I. P. THIBOUT.

5-18

AM

authoriaed to sell the Steam Tug
on favorable
Inquire of

n v 1877.
terms.

„

AND
Moved into

One door Went of VAN
A
and now offers a full line of goods and At such rcaaonableprices, that it will be to the advantage of
every pne-to come and Inquire. We hare armda
facilitiesIn onr new quarters to make up clothing
at

u

M(7sk;:oon, Sept. 3

abort

Holland, Mich.

B1HIKBIND1NU!

o?
.

1875.

his

NEW BRICK
STORE
LANDEGEND MELI8

“Gom"

!SS1§IS

Baldwin, Mich.. July Ifttb,1876.
have been troubled with catarrh In Its worst
forms for about six years. I have tried different
physicians and patent medicines,bnt derived no
benefit.After taking five bottles of Dr. Boslsio’s
peach branch medicine, I am happy to saj I am as
I

all

notice.

i\m

or

mrs

Had a runningsore for three years; cured In nine
days by using Dr. Bosisio'speach branch medicine.

OLSON.

Had sore eves 12 years: employed a great many
physicians, but received no benefit. Dr. Boslsio
cured me in one month.

JENNIE SNIDER.

CUSTOM MADE CLOTHING

MANLY D HOWARD.

Holland, Feb. 17,

JOHN BALDWIN.

L.

Ready Made

TUG FOB SALE.
T

Tailor,

Dealer In all kinds of

A true copy, (Atteat.)SAMUEL L. TATE.
Judge of Probate.

A

Yoars respectfully,

HIKEO’BKIKN.

11

MERCHANT TAILOR

all

the ultimate purpose of divid-

THEM^TRIAL.

^Vaote

Western di-

entirelyImpossible to predict what will

GIVE

c'f?k,iVhe nftomoan, all the

Dated:

11 ii the palpable failure of

Europe

Meals got up to order any time,
and satisfaction guaranteed.

o clock

ploraacy up to this point tliat makes it so

with

OYSTERS A SPECIALTY.

hearingof said petition and that the heirs at law
of the s.id deceased, and all other persons Interested iu said estate, are requiredto appear
a •wglon of said Court, then to be holden nt
the Probate Office, In Grand Haven, in said
»lh« undf,.v,ded
three-fifths
part of rho Ccmnty, and show cause, if any there be, why the
$e.Zoath‘i!V‘t (luarter*nd the couth- prayer of the petitioner should not bo granted:
And It la further ordered, that said petitioner give
notice to the peraona interested In said estate,of
*old together or in parcels; condi- the pendency of said petition aud the hearing
thereof by causing a copy of this order to be pubpwS10 be mtde kno,n at the Hsbed
In the “HollandCitt Niwa," a newspaper
Mich. May 4. A. D. 1BT7.
printedand circulated in said Conrty of Ottawa,
HBILTJK DE JONG, OwmHoh. bearing aacce,l,lveWM]iB provloua to aald day of

north

have

of the East.

likely,

-

the Twenty-eighth day of May next, at one
in the afGrnoon, be assignedfor the

hu

the object of gaining the coveted port of

Batoom, on the Black Sea,

It Is with pleasure that I make this statementin
regard to a serious lllnesa from which 1 have Jusi
recovered.— Some six weeks ago I was to be confined. and engaged one of the flr.itphysiciansof
Fremont to attend me; my case being an nncommon difficult one, I got no encouragement from
him.— I then called a second one, who with uoarly
the same result, discouragedme to such an extent
that I was driven into fits. At last I called Dr.
Boslsio, who relieved me of the child and all pain
and danger; to him I owe ray iluceje thanks.

Come and Give us

direction in which these Christian subjects

only to

o

Probate Order.

Christian subjects,and he must, therefore,

If, as

Breakfast 25 cts. Dinner 25
cts. Supper 35 ets.

lat, 1877.

Guardian’s Sale.

did.

SUSAN BAILEY.

you want a square meal go
and try them.

If

Youth and
—

quest, but the protection of the Sultan’s

follow.

-

Gents,

MRS. SOPHIA BARNIER.

campaign

I

recovering from a aerious lllnesawish to make
a few remarks In behalf of Dr. Boslsio, who has
been my faithful physician until I am entirely out
of danger. I was attended by two of the leading
physiciansin Fremont, who held a consultation,
with the decl-ion that I could not survive more
than one hour from the time of their meeting.—
Dr. Boslsio brought me entirely out of danger Inside of 24 hours, and in three days was on my feet
again.— To the Dr. I am indeed very grat< ful.
MRS. MARY J. SHOOTER.

Spring Chickens on Hand.

Ladies,

—

Holland, Mich., May

hla care, I fed as well as ever

Eighth Street, City of Holland.

is plain that the

former will need to conduct his

and remains
the rpopu----------jp
Eating
iff House
House of Grand
Rapids.

HEROLD,

and Tea

MEALS AT ALL HOURS.

is

»

Your true friend,

BOOTS & SHOES
-

that

Hot

have been sick and sufferingwith a sore throal
for the past five years. I have tried numerous
physicians, but could find no relief until T employed
Dr. Boslsio, and alter taking lour bottles of his
peach branch medicine,since three weeks under
I

is

VAN IUALTE.

K.

MISS ANNIE BAUTHER.

Streets.

Herring,

dies, Cigars,

1

a disinterested spectator,

prominent place

lar

Lemonade, Ice Cream, Can-

vance either toward Constantinople or

and Rustchuk are

This
I

D R

,

I,

Next door to G. Van Patten's Store, wc would
respectfully call the attention of the Public to
the course of Russia with extreme jealousy the facilities we offer them in all kinds of refreshments and ratable*, such as
and would be disposed to resent any ad-

first endeavor to

^

CECHINNE ANTINE.

Jewett 8t., Grand Rapids, Mich.
Had catarrh five years aud fever and ague three
months. Employed numerous physicians, but re
culved no benefit. Dr. Boslsio cured my ague in
24 hours, and my catarrh In three weeks, with hla
peach branch medicine.
588

GKRAND RAPIIDS.
— —

;

Specialty.

_

TEMPERANCE

RESTAURANT,

BLOCK,

Comer Monroe and Ionia

that England watches

We know

:

2, 1876.

CROSBY’S

STEKETEE.

at

Having opened

themselves;but Austria cannot interfere

land going to do about it?

SEE.

VAN PUTTEN.

,
will

the Magyars hate

is

have been troubled with the ague for 11 months;
have tried every kind of medicine that I could get
hut could not get anything to help me. Hearing
of Dr. Boslsio I sent to him for some medicine,
aud after taking one bottle I am entirelycured.
I

Yours Respectfully,

Of the neateststyles and best qualitieswhich I
place for sale in our store a stock of Boots
offer cheaper than anybody else.
and Shoes that will heal them all.

Scalvonicpro-

toward the Persian Gulf; but what

G.

Holland, Aug.

be

still

the Russians as cordiallyas the Turks

We know

of charge, can

GT CA^AND

has

knowing when or where to expect their
interference.We know that Austria cannot afford,nor would the controling Hungarian element of the Empire permit, the
increase of Scalvonic power upon her borders, for she has her

In behalf of Dr. Boslsio, I will say that mv
daughterhas been sick with fever and ague for six
months; have tried a great many different medi
clnea but with the same result.— Procured some of
Dr. Bosislo’s medicine, and after taking IV bottles
of it she was entirely cured.

MRS. HARRINGTON.

r

STEKETEE.

meet at the office of the clerk, of said city,
on Monday, May 21st, 1877, and shall redifficultto predict the character and re. main in session four days successively, at
suits of the campaign that will soon begin; least six hours in each day during said four
but the difficulty is multiplied many times days, to examine the annual assessment
on said roll, and show cause, if any, why
by our uncertainty as to the course of the
the valuation should be chaugeJ.
other European powers, knowing, as we
John A. Roost, City Clerk.
do, that they cannot stand idly by, yet not
Holland, May 2nd, 1877.

this,

A prompt delivery free
be relied upon.

Boots and Shoes

end the misrule that has brought
Board of Review.
the strife about. If only Russia and TurNotice is hereby given that the Board
key, with the Turkish principalities,were of Review of the City of Holland will
would

Goods jtrejfirst-class

PRICESARE LOW.

IN

to

this affair, it

derived no benefit.Was cured with 8 bottles of
Dr. Boslsio s peach branch medicine.
•Respectfully . DORA HACKERSON.

first

the Turks, and after scenes of cruelty and

a

'

deduction

DEALER

devastationthat will make the civilized

Minor, by way

BKRGHUI8.

(x.

MAJAMimi

#perial goticei

and see for yourself, at

and weary sieges and

his

P.

This Is to certifythat after a treatment of four
weeks bv Dr. Boslsio our six year old daughter
who lor nearly two rears has been lame and deprived of the use of herllmhs. has so far recovered

Rockingham and

For the largest quantity and variety of
however the military power
calicoes at 6 cents a yards, call at
may have declined, it is still a
P. & A. STEKETEE.
power that will command respect and that
will oppose a stoute resistance to any inWc have just received a verv large stock
vading force. A Russian triumph,if won of Ready Made Clothing which we will
sell at prices that defy competition. Come
at ail, can only be won after long marches

thinking

v

Holland, Mich., April 28, 1877. '
pleasure to inform you, that my wife, who
has been confined to heFsIckbed for ai.year*.has
so far recovered her health and strength that she
ts enabled to enjoy her ont-doorwalks regularly
after having been treated by Dr. Boslsio three
weeks. This Improvement is steadily going ou
and welhave reason to hope fur a further cure.

ELFERDINK,

II.

BEEUWKES.

HD1

of Turkey

is not

W. &

F.

It is a

NEWFIRM
Van Pntten.
- -

struggle, for

Germany

G^“>:

Dr. King’s New Discovery for Consump- intend to devote to this line ol
! proving CBn WlUk ^ crutcbw und ls 8tCHriily1mCoughs, Colds, Asthma, Bronchitis, trade the necessary attention,
G. VAN 8CHELVEN.
Ac., is given away free of cost in trhl
Holland, Mich., April 27, 1877.
a, combottles. If you have a severe Cough, and will keep on
Bto Rapids,Sept. 28th, 1876.
Cold, Difficultyof Breathing, Hoarseness
plete stock of
Granite
This Is to eert% that I have been blind for the
or any affection of the Throat or Lungs,
0
oast seven years also been troubledwith dropsy.
do by all means give this wonderful reme- and C. C. Ware.
Having succeededthe late firm of G. Van Pntten I hate tried ten of the best physicians In the State
* Co., at the same stand and In the same business but they did me no good. Under the treatment of
dy a trial. As you value your existence
liberal
to wishes to advertise through the columns of the Dr.
Boslsio, at the expiration of one week I walked
you can not afford to let this opportunity
News his stock of
two miles alone. 1 have used ten bottles of hie
pass. We could not afford to give this those who buy sets or in large
every day med cluc, ftnd
rapidly
Dry Goods,
remedy away unless wc knew it contained
quantities.
the true merits we claim for it. Thousands
Yours Repectfully,
Hats <fc Caps,
of hopeless cases have already been comYellow
MK8. ELLA MARSHALL.
pletely cured by it. There is no other
Groceries,
Fkxnoxt Centre, Mich., March 22, 1877.
Ware
in large supplies.
medicine in the world that will cure oneThis Is to certify that 1 have been sufferingfrom
Crockery,
G. J. VAARWERK.
chills and fever for 3 months; cured with one bothalf the cases that Dr. King’s New Distle
of Dr. Boslsio s medicine.
Holland, Mich., Sept. 10 1875.
covery will cure. For sale liy Wm. Van
Hour
Feed.
t’UAS. DICKERSON.
Pulten, also J. 0. Doesburg, Holland,
Etc., Etc. I have been suffering with fever and sguc for 13
Michigan.
months; have employed nnmerous physicians but

to wish this is to wish for a long and weary

alone.

W. G.

1

Short Notice.

tion,

and forever solved. Yet

finally

concerned in

—

Repairing neatly done and at

CROCKERY!

Turkish problem shall

until the

have been

cor'

&

For the sake of modern civilizationit
not end

mh

Holland, Mich., April SM, l&n.
After many efforts In the course of the last three
years, with severalphysicians, for the cure of weak
eyes, we calle In the services of Dr. Boelslo, who
cured my daughter's eyes in two weeks.

The above firm make a specialty of custom work
Guarantee satisfaction.Their' prices are low
enough to competo with any house in the ettv.
They keep constantly oi hand a choice varietyol
Ladles aud Children sr.oes and gaiters.

C.

--

ri

RIVER STREET,

•

of the ciyipaign now opened is hardly
doubtful,

24,

22

“-0-

hand
White

Russia the

arbiter of the Turkish Empire's fate. It
is true that any

S.

ELFERDINK’S

Holland, - - - Michigan

Feast

of (Sold

nil left

ChristianEurope. Of course the world Florida. A recent Issue of the Jacksonknows'well enough that the Western pow ville Union notes the departure of one
thing, but that only hundred

Mae

NO.

Repairing Neatly and Pivmptly Executed.

rors for us.

such

H.

in

apparently left to Russia to undertake in

ers desired no

Druggists in Michigan:
Hebcr Walsh, Holland. *. M. W. Beecher
New Baltimore. 8. A. R. Foster, Otsego. 4 Chi
W Johnson’ Holly, ft J.K.A8. Mc*Wy NlK:

«iiw.»k7.”lw!Ju)0'’
No- 519

nearly

.

1.

its results

powers had agreed upon as can but watch its course with interestand
thank our good fortune that it has no terbe done, bnt which they have

Northeun visitors have

writ-

Price, $5

.of!?an’ 5,,ubbard,M)n- 7- B-S. Dunham
Oran dylll Kent<Co. 8. Arthur Voltch, May P o
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Jewelry & Fancy Goods.

all the

necessary to

Com-

Preocriptlon* carefully prepared at nil hours of
thu dny and night. Our stock in all Hrnt-claaij, and
offer it to the public cheap for caah.

wo
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by

will older if they have It not on hand; or

and Fancy Articles.

Turkey

come

Eye,, Liver

This remedy can be procured from druggists, who

at least the first act of

shall he, and here diplomacy will

and will cure

tree,

Seg

Sick Headache, Heartburn, Catarrh, Fevers,etc.

Drugs, Medicines, Paints, Oils,

enter upon the again. Thus far the Muscovite has played
war with na otensible purpose that is logi- his cards most skilfully,but the game is
cally unassailable, to undertake a work not yet won, and we in (he Western world
thus enabling Russia

been

tbo following disuates, via:

plaint,Diseases of the Long*, Dyspepsia,Dropsy,

short, all ex-

the war shall go and what

far

assume the aggressive

against their advice and their entreaties,

world

from the branchM of tb« peach
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possible that we are about to see the last
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A new medicine diacoveredby Dr. Alexander

Opp. VanRaalte’s Shoe Store.

med-

Turks, than the Turk’s old allies them- of the Ottoman military power in Europe.
But it will be for Europe to decide how
selves, who have been compelled to stam

is
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seems likely

isting signs indicate that Russia and

at ft

ious for peace, more lenient toward the

it
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Boslsio, July 1st, 1876. This remedy is an extract

the great drama alone, and though the
yet not only was all opposition disarmed,
hut Russia was made to appear more anx- Turks will fight bravely and effectively,it

and

n

if

reputation.Its purpose was never obscure solved by coming events. In
aud

mnmn

NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC.

Russian military science has kept now that England will be content to guard
pace with Russian diplomacy in these past her commercial Interestsin the East, leavfew months has more than maintained Its ing the problem of national duty to be
and
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Column.

Dr. Bc sisio's

power

on our valiant armies,

wo give them thrf
Turkish frontier.” Such

& BROEK,

Drs. ANN IS

or the pretext to enter the fight alone.
France, we may be sure, with that admirable self-controlthat has come lo her with

“In now invokingthe blessing of G<kI up*

is the

Joslill&Broyimm,

great military empires, while

neithei Franco nor England has the
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two

of the

May

Satubdav,

Prussia, and Austria can

oiler no effectiveopposition to any design
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goods,

Bio Rapids, Sept. 26, 1878.
This is to certify thst I have been sick for the
psst five years, having tried twelve ol the beat doctors in tbo Bute, but they could do notblugforme.
I commenced under tho treatment ot Dr. Boslsio,
an Italian physician,last week, and In twelve
hours got up and left my bed. Respectfttlly,

MRS.

U.

HAHN.

I have been troubled with sore eyes and dyspepsia for the past five year*. Have tried several
doctors bnt hare found no relief. I procured
Dr. Boslsio and after taking one bottle of hie
peach branch medicine I feel perfectly wall.

WILLIAM STOWE.
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"Woi.ves are destioying

Mr. Moody warns men
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want

to pay their

present
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Pacific subsidy bill should congress pass it.

-

movement two saloons have already taken
down their signs, and, perhaps more will

— —
.

Messrs. Pl'anstlehl & Kooi expect to

a few

start up their shingle mill in

follow.

and hope

to

turn out shingles at

days,

a lively

made

grain markets

tumble in

a tremendous

on Wedues

all the large cities

day last. Wheat declined 12% cents, and

/Next week we
n carrier to

will deliver the

News*

every subscriber within the

0%

corn

cents.

/on Monday the Fanny Shriver rutr

her side so that she had to be taken to the

Messrs. Butkau & Van Zoeren have
purchased a handsome meat cutter, amf.j 8^IP
prepared to furnish the

commu-

with any amount of sausage of
very Ircst make.
nity

as additional proof of the

the

esteem in which

be is held by this community.
latest

news from G. Koning and

J.

Minderhout indicates that they were doing
a nice little business as “practical hatters,”

and met with belter success than was anticipated. We must admire their grit.

One

There

are

now but two

by Gee’s Band
The grouping and lettering was executed by Mr. Henry Ferry,
of this city, and shows a skill that is remarkable for a young man who don’t profor their concert.

be an expert In that vocation, but

undertook it merely as an accommodation
to the Band.

An

English firm

is

negotiating with the

And

STRAW

GOODS,

GRAND RAPIDS.

IN

^PRICES

VERY LOW.

in Chief.

Dom Pedro is in Paris, and the Figoro
says: “If .the United States had such a
ruler they would abandon republican in-

DR. AIKIN’S DOUBLE COLUMN.

K/EAX)
What

stitutionsforever.”

THIS. READ ALL.

Wealth, or Fame, or Life— Without Health

is

from

St.

Louis just iu time to attend the

!

!

Dr. Atkin's Remedial Institute

- FOR THE CURE -CHRONIC AND SURGICAL DISEASES.

diplomatic dinner. Gen. Sherman was
never known

OF

to miss a great ball or a state

TH2 DOCTOB'SLOCATION In moMt

•Indictments for perjury have been
found against three of the Chicago jury
that recently acquited Sullivan, the mur-

eligible,

central and

Grand Rapid •
BusloetaCentei

convenientat
Opposite(ibovo) Hathbuu Uouho.

57 Monroe-si

And he has alco another entrance at
derer of Hanford, and two more have run
in fear of the

same

between the Library and

wUL3/Wcl"SL.Union Ticket Office.

J 1

fate.

Moody and Sankey closed their regular

Separate room* fnr dlfforcr.t patient*.Call earlv,
Pat.unti'arrlvtiitfIn the city houltl com* at once to
see the Doctor before attending to other bnalnea*.
Oftlcc hours, 9 a. m. to 4 p. m. Sunday 10 to 2.

DR. AIKIN

stant labor. They will be hack there again
la

i

FJtC:

A Doctor who Cores.

DEFORMITIES,

in that region

Rubens’ house at Antwerp Is to be
opened

to the public

ing fetes in his

during the approach-

memory. The

principlesinvolved were very plain and

convincing, and his defensive argument

was

Once more we like to call the attention
of the public to one of the largest and
best edited weekly papers in the United
Mrs Sophia Barnier has opened a neat States, Philadelphia Week’y 'rimes. The
little temperance resbiurant next door to
paper is worth three limes its price, and
Mr. G. Van Pullen’s store, where she we feel assured that anybody will admit
hopes to see the practical resultsof the the fact by trying It. It is handsomely
labors of the “Red Ribbon men.” Hot
printed, has an independenttone, is comcofiee and tea, pies, lemonade, candies, plete and very instructive.
least.

Give her

We

They have

Van

a hand-
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DR
AIKIN.
»s< ai.axvjiav«

trictu
tricture, Defects. Phimosis, Hydrocele,Varlcoeele, etc., radicallycured. No merenry used. Prl
vate Rooms. No ^getting prescriptions.”
TraveTHE WELL
SPECIALIST,
PER- ; lers promptly supplied.
LOCATED IN
While many Innocent victims snffer the terrible
RAPIDS, MICH.
effects of certnlu diseases neglected or badly treat
ed by physicians In general (they should not be In
HI8 IMPROVED RKMKDIK8 AND
trusted with these cases),It Is right snd proper to
HAVE
HIM CELEBRATED FOR
use plain terms that the Indiscreet or nniorturmle
HIS EXTRAORDINARY SUCCESS.
may know where to get help, and no offense can be
CLASSES
taken by pure minded persons—Foe Titus

ALL

WITH EQUAL CARE AND SKILL.
BWDBXDS ATX1ST TBS OBIAT IttlCACT Of

will preach,

after which the sacrament will follow.

have successfully

operated in their old business. Molds

KNOWN
MANKNTLY

for

NOW
GRAND

TREATMENT

MADE

OF PATIENTS TREATED
EIS

Good Advice and Good Treatment

Siamr ttanaamB, Laaa
Taaoar, aaa eraaa caaeatv Pitat tat Caaat, aaa Pataaa Ptw*
Ctatrmrftat wsrur vr

Youths and men v*ho have received from other**
bad treatment and immoral advice (resnltlng in
sad consequencesor terriblediseases), will find a
true friend In Dr. Afkln. whose counseland remedies they can rely upon for their moral an physical

amtmuMi

of counterfeiters confined in the

and

!...

W)

m

cations, Insightand aptress for the healing art,
Friendly
with all the best means and appllanres—instru that Dr. A, always effects a core. Ilia treatment
meats und remedles-koownto tne Profession, a Includes all-vou need never look elsewhere,
constant successsionof cures still,attends Dr. Those about to marnr should not fall to consult him.
Aikln’s practice,and consequently
the number of
quickest, mild lemedletfor all privatedls
his patients I* ever on the increase.
_ eases or old symptoms. Gleet, Bypbllls,

PresidingElder, D. F. Barnes,

,

hilmud

u"
No qnackeryor deception.
advice and reliableaid. It I* well known

The regular quarterly meeting of the
M. E. Church will be held on Sunday
May Oth. There will be a love-feast In
the morning at 9% o’clock,and at 10}^
o’clock Prof. Beck, of Hope College, will
deliver a sermon. In the evening the

call the attention of our readers to jail at KnoxviBe, Tenn

the new advertisementof the Misses

a call.— See advertisement.
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first hung by the artist.

A band

cigars and all manner of fine refreshments

intact, and the house is

adorned with numerous pictures by Van
Dyck, Teniers, Rembrandt and Rubens
which have never been moved since they
were

ing valleys.

still

GENTLEMEN!
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painter’s >»“ *'<?! I?!"'

(

studio is
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Rev. Wm. M. Coplin, of the M.
who can muster together enough funds to
church delivered a lecture on Odd Fellow
carry him to the farms of the West is preship, before the members of . that society
paring to leave, and it is expected that beand invited guests, in their hall, on Tuesfore the fiist of May five hundred families
day evening last. His explanationsof the
will have left the Lackawanna and Wyom-

will be served up in neat style.

best assorted Stock of

pre-eminentlyMicccRnful In curing cane* In hi*
in about ten days for a short supplementary Great Special lea, and ha* many living witnoMC* who
owe life ami health to him. after having given tip all
seasou.
hope of relief. Hi* remedies are most Infallible,
with marvelous efficacyrelieving svmptom*and reInsanity,once unknown among the neThe Treasury of the United States up moving the cause of disease, restoring the vital organ* to their natural function*, purifying and Inviggroes, has become a great and increasing
to date has disbursed $30,348,000silver orating the whole eyatern,and ho i> universally roaffliction. To relieve it Virginia has es- currency, of which amount $18,005,0<)0 lled upon as
iWKKrtH IrtHJl
tablishedan insane asylum for negroes, was in lieu of fractional currency,and
from Pain, Weakness, White*, Ulceration,8npsaid to be the only one in the world. $12,249,000 for currencyobllgatious. There
Tt I* false economy to *nfferfrom any annoying presslon or other diseasoa. and drag out a miserdiseuae or gymptom, which, from hi* ability ami able life,when by a HtUe care you can have the enwhore more than 300 of them are cared is a balance on hand of three and a half success In o many similar cases, you have every joyment of perfect health.BT’Cnll or send stamp
for.
reason to believe the Doctor can cure. Health ts for circular and ImportantInformation.
millions.
cheaperthan •offering and fruieral*. Do not be far*Stlrpicul-ture— few, beailhy children, or none.
misled or Influenced by the enviouw. Jealous or preThere are indications of the obliteraVon
Moltkk’s
growl
seems to create judiced. but acting on yourown best Judgment,cull
tion of the color-line in North Carolina
to fully investigate and satisfy yourself. No use Fit*, Chorea. Palsy, and all Ncrvotis Affection* are
more disturbance in England than in to denounce a man who takes hopelesscases from cured where other means fall, by Improved remepolitics, In the fact that the colored peothe hands of good physicians, ana by bis superior dies.
France. They are getting used to German •kill and improved remedies restores them at once
ple of Charlotte have requested Gov.
growls there, and whether they like them to health and life’* enJo> ment.
Vance, democrat, to act as their delegate
“700 LA TE! DIED TU&OUOIl NEGLECT!" Rnrglcal Diseases,Cancers, Tnmnrs. Hare-Lip,
or not havn at least learned to hold their
Fistula, Club-Foot, etc., r. medled by the most apin a proposed meeting in Raleigh to conIn how many cases this can bo said of friends or proved methods,
tongues, on accomplishment with which relativesvictim* of Consumption or othir Insldnsider the location of the colored normal
ons disease, and how sad the reflection that the
Frenchmen under the Empire were little timely, skillful treatment to prolong life was negschool.
lected.
acquainted.
, Most families have. one or more wlthllfo embltold
------Fifty-four families of coal miners from

ay. Every workingman

convincing to say the
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EATS, CAPS and

Field Marshals

Viceroy of Egypt for a concessionuiving session at the Tabernacle in Boston on
it the right to export hones from old EgypSunday last, after three months of con-

Scranton, Pa., left for the far West yester-

against the general onslaught of secrecy

-A.

EPILEPSY.

of the finest posters ever exhibited

in this city was posted up

fess to

A brewery at Deadwood Is already supplying the Black Hillers with foaming

away

)Hrt* ^)r

tian cemeteries,which will he made into
Rev. Davenports’ donation was well
phosphate manures for English acres. To
attended on Tuesday evening, and gave
such strange uses do men come at last.
general satisfaction,and can he regarded

The

L

-

occasion.

city limits, and will put only those in the 'against the docks, while attempting to
post offiice who reside out of town.
land passengershard enough to damage

now

.....

Gkn. Sherman arrived at Washington

The

dant success.

are

—

-------

R

eniab

West Point,

rate.

Mn. Henry Ferry leaves for Detroit
to-day, to try his hand at phonography. We hope he will have abun-

by

at

in the British army, the Prince ol Wales, n-iaw

Boston Herald that he will veto the Texas

consequenceof the “Red Rihbon”

a

cotton print factory

STREET.

NO- 80

A man who knows Hayes well tells the and the Duke of Cambridge, Commander-

dirt cheap.
As

STAR HAT
STORE,
MONROE
Next door to Sears’ Bakery. Has the

blackberries promise lager, at 15 cents a glass.

season.

to see a fine stock, a large variety and*

»

ex

an unusually large crop in California the

you

adopted

An English capitalistproposes to
Hsh

Senator from
suddenly,on Sunday

k

to Refolds boot and shoe store If

The French government has

Georgia.

Parson Brownlow,
Tennessee,died very

VVatckmki^jns an? buginning to ripuu iu

Florida.

(ho Hotchkiss revolving cannon.

debts before they give hi the Lord.

Uitkrwijk has arrived home[A.
.last.
From the Particular Synod, held, at
Strawberriesand
Chicago.
1/
Go

h mutton in

we’ll have an old

The schr. Four Brothers got slightly
damaged while running in port this week.
FT.

|

Manitowoc county, Wisconsin.

J>$hiuncd Market day.

Rbv.

mm

j

tarn

TIIATKINT.

Maiartttatrat,

IMS PATIENTS GAIN 10 TO 40 LB*. IN WEIGHT.

well-being.

ST-8T-STUTTERXNG

!

Serious, ComplicatedDiseases,that for Stammering, and Impediments In spe*cb thatdaiiv
and hourly vex and mnnliy, and make one a laughMany years Resist the Treatmentof
Early on Tuesday morning the Villa^
omc assortmentof the latest style of hats together with metal for moulding were
ing stock through life, permanently cured by a
numerous
Pliysldnus. are speedily
of Zeeland was awakened with the cry o
and bonnets, artificial flowers too numer- found in several cells, and the men had
scientific, rational and practical method.
Cured* by Dr. Alkin.
Sick Headache, and Ague, cured by one dose.
lire! fire! I and shortly after the bakery inious to mention, clmice dress goods, colur
been manufacturing the coins and sending
Antidotes for Oplom, Tobacco and Llqnor Habits.
the building owned by CnpL Marsh was ets of every description.In short a stock them out by the wife of oue of the gang. The Right Doctor at Last. Trusse*! Supporters,Preventives,Syringes,etc.
seen in flames. The flames spread to a that will be pleasant for anyone to go and
A suffererfor years from disease and bad treatment, writes: “Dr. Aikln. 1 thank you from the
The English steamship John Bramull, bottom
neighboring barn, consuming them both, ixamine. As milliners they stand second
of my hoart for making me as well as I am.’'
Every Patient (either sex) may freely state all
A gentleman states: “Dr. Alkin, you are rliht— particularsof their case to Dr. Alkin. Hthc- in per
ns also 2 covys, 0 pigs and other valuable [to none in this community, and need no leaving New Haven, CL, was loaded with
cn Beige.

received

nickles, twenty-five

fifty cent pieces,

'^CONFIDENTIAL!

properly. The

I' is needless to be sick. By following your direcex- a cargo of ten million cartridgesand seven tions, after rour medicine* had cured m«, have
perfectlywell. I tell everybodyof your great
hundred rifles for the Turkish government kept
success and improved treatment.”
Another one says: “Have never felt so well In
to be delivered at Constantinople. The
my life as when auder your care and atnee your
Friday lust Dr. Reynolds reached cargo weighs about seven hundred tons. curing me.”

estimatedat $1,200, praise from our feeble pen.
and no iusuiance. The inhabitants bare
amine their stock.
escaped with their lives.
loss is

On

Go and

•on or bv letter, reposing to his trust any delicate,
personal, or family matter, andean always rely up -y
op the sti iciest confidence and secrecy.
AIKIN ffuaranUesbetUr, safer treat
ment (and/orUse money) in aURpeclai Cates than
can be had < lee where. Ue la easily accessible from
all points.

t^DR.

•

A vocal and instrumental concert wai Holland, and the intrepidfemperance re- This is the seventh steamship cargo taken
A DOCTOR TO HAVE FAITH IN.
THE MOST DIFFICULT CASES SOLICITED.
A lady writes to Dr. Alkin: **I am so soon and
given by Prof. Gee’s Band, at Kenyon’s former took the city by storm. A meet, out for Turkey from this country, and five
Consultation Free, '/emit always Reasonable
easily well by your treatment that my fattb in
Hall, on Thursday evening. The hall was ing was held in the evening and was dense- or six sailingships have taken out similar you Ih unbounded and shall recommend you to all Come prepared to arrange needful, thoroughtrer.roent SaUrfactionquaianteedto All. Medicines
my friends as a most reliablephysician,’’
crowded with one of the best audiences
fumithed.Patients visited, in city, or any dispacked with an Interested audience, loads.
“Mnst have help, or die, or go Insane. I conclutance, in aeriooa cases
ded,” writes a man of M. In poor health for years,
we over saw assembled for any occasionin ftnd several names were subscribedto the
.

this city. After

some delay the

curtain

otal abstinence

pledge. On Saturday the

A Washington

dispatch of the 29th says:

rose and the concert opened with a waltz,

vork went on with unabated eclat

in

The existing troubles between Russia and

“Grafulla’sFavorite,”by the full band,

he evening lie spoke again, together with

Turkey, and the unsettledcondition of

which was played so well and accurate

event! of our Professors and Clergymen other European powers, have already
an audience for which there was no created a demand upon this country for

that

it

reflected great credit on the entire

organization,

and more

especially on the

master mind that has trained his pupils to

degree. We have no space left so
week to comment on every feature of the contort, but we do not hesitate
to call it by far the best concert we have

such

a

late in the

had the pleasure to listen to in
Mr.

this city.

Clias. VVaring’s QuintetteClub

reaped

and

landing room left, and several more timber suitable tor ship-building, and the
lames were added to the swelling list. agents of several foreign powers are here
U the end of this meeting a Red Ribbon for the purpose of purchasing. Two carInh was started and quite a number of goes were recently shipped to France, and,
nmes were signed, solemnly pledging it is said more has been purchased for
emsclves to “touch

not, or

handle not.”

•unday afternoon and evening were dejOtod to the

same Work by

the enthusiastic

loud applause, and was a pleasant surprise.

parts of the evening were taken by Mess.
F. Hopkins, F. Heald and J. M. Doesbur

The whole

affair

was a decided

and we hope soon to hear of

«nol her

_

J. C.

C. B.

Wynne, Marshals;

Thornton, Steward; Otto A. Pauels,

cert. We enjoyed it immensely, and think Sergeant at Arms. The club is trying to
mo.e of it, than of a dozen temperance get a good room, where they can while
lectures.

L.

_

away

their leisure hours.

______

.

_____

_

..

worthless

BLINDNESS! DEAFNESS!

CATARRH, CONSUMPTION,

.....

LADIES!

Invalid.

THE

City Hotel,

NOTICE.

Nolice la berebjutfvento all persona looted to the late Arm of E. Kratsinca
E. KILLEAN, Proprietor.
m.tiiat the undersigned bat been apand replaced by something substantial,
pointed tlie |
ol the estate of said
Arm, and that
and if circumstancespermit, one new
indebtedness
due them,
Wuliigtu fc, - - End Him, Kiel mast be paid to
lm without delay.
crib will be sunk at the end of the north
•Y D.
•WARD,
pier to permanently secure that structure.

4

HOW

This

•

Ton.

CURED AT HOME.
All Diseases and Affections of the Eye and Ear
successfullytreated by mild remedies. Cress
Persona at a distance may be cured at home by
Eye* Straightened./ ArtificialEyes insettedthat addressing a letter U» Dr. Alkin, stating case, s) mpThe charter election in the Village of look natural.Nop^in.
toms, length of time the disease has continued,
and have medicinespromptly forwarded,free from
Zeeland,which was held on Tuesday last,
damage and curiosity to any part of the country
t?<l Pl»jn directions for use, by enclosing
resulted in the election of the following Asthma, Bronchitis,and all Throat and Lung
Complaints (which in this country, are the great- J10 In regfrtered letter,P. O. order, or Express.
officers:
Cali, or addresa Pboj*. N. J. Aikix, M. D.,
est enemies to Health and Life) when change of
climate and all else falls, are cured by Dr. Alkin’*
President— D. Baert.
57 Moaroe St, Grain Hapiils, Micl.
Trustees— A. Slabbckoom, Jan de Jong, Improved Inhaler and Coustltniional Restorative
Treatment.
IZVIMIlt:
DR. AIKIN is the only qualified,
A. Van Brce.
nlUWi Specialisthere; treat*
tieats his
Lingering or Chronic Disease*. experienced,
Olerk—R. A. Hyma.
tients honorably;igives the choicestremcdic*-;
Scrofula,
Rheumatism.
Dyspepsia.
Piles,
Goitre,
a regular graduate In medicine; universally
Asafliwr— Jan de Free, Sr.
Dropsy,Gravel, Constipation,Tape-Worm.Liver owned the most successful, and is the right one to
Treasurer—Anil de Free, Pz.
Diseases, etc., ot whatever name or nature,care- employ In all cases. Envious doctorstry to InMarshal— K. Romeyn.
fully diagnosedand skillfully
treated.
jure him— those In gensral practice attempt every
Fou/idmoito'—Johannes Hieftje.
case they can get, though unable to well tret:
special diseases— while never denouncingothvrM,
V. s, but sendingthem faml y patients, carefu.,
The Married or Single desiring aid or advice In courteous, sober, In drpon dent. Dr. Alkin devote*
have Just heard the glad tidings
any delicatematter relatingto health (and beauty), himself wholly to his Specialitieswith triumphs!):
from Mr. W. W. Burke, foreman of the prevention, and genre ofdoscasc,confidently con- success. All the afflicted woo come to him wi'„
sult the Doctor with the Assurance of safe, quick
Government works at this harbor, that the core in all cases, a* be is doubtless the most skill- flna the aid they seek,
£#"Head this Column and hand to a Friend or
appropriationsfor this harbor have been ful ladies' physician In the world. Do not suffer
g-fim

Secretary;G. J. Van Duron, Financial dition with the moneys now made availaSecretary;H.Te Roller, Treasurer;W. ble. The poor Ailing will all be taken out,

W. Burke and
con-

for

Great Britain.

averts. Dr. Reynolds remained hero
The female voices were representedby the Ivor Sunday, and participated in the
Misses Johnson, Heald and Albee, and are liork on that day. On Monday evening
too well known to need any praise
____________
o. On
he club held_________
its first formal
meeting.
our pen. Miss Mary Post presided at the/Tuesdaywheu the Dr. left, the new club
piano to accompany the QuintetleClub-J took occasionto form in line and escort
a very happy selection, for she standsl Dr. Reynolds to the train. Before pro
alone in this town as an artist among the I ceeding to march, however, Mr. Burgess,
young folks. But -the crowning efforls of J took a photograph of the club. The protho evening wore the Waltz, “La Petite [cession was headed by Prof. Gee’s Baud
Coquette,”by the orchestra, and a vjiilln/who discoursed gome fine music while
We
duett, “Sounds from Home,” with
marching. The labors of Dr. ReyGee at the piano./Among
nolds are undoubtedly successful and culwas the feature that these violin duet! minated in this city by forming a “Red
were played by left-handed performers, Ribbon Club” of 210 members, who made available, and that the work, so
but the music was superb and finely exe-J elected the following officers: M. DeBoc, mucli needed, will be taken in band in a
cuted; in fact, we doubt, whether those j President; G. Van Schelven,F. J. Ort, C. few days. The authorities confidently expieces were ftflly appieciated. The funny] Blom, Jr., Vice-Presidents;
John C. Post, pect to put our harbor in a very goo^ con-

from

No Excn*e

who, after a Abort treatment by Dr Alkin, further
state*: ‘’YoUr remedies arc haring a remarkable
From the wrong Idea that he charges too much,
effect. I can sleep better,am gaining flesh, and
many whom Dr. Alkin would soon cure, continue
my health Is improving in ah respects”
DR. AIKIN ha* given the public sufilelent evi- to suffer or doctor carelessly,wastingtime. bu)ln^
medednee and trying recipes, and
dence to convince the most skeptical and Incredulon* that his method of treatment is peculiarly In this way expend more than sufilelent to have
cured sud kept them well. 'J be fact la, t>y savlut'
siicceasfulIn every department of his Great Specfdrug bills, lot* of time, etc., he cures for less than
altiifs,especially such cases as have defied the
skill of other and Justly celebratedphysicians: others.
hence NO ONE SHOULD DESPAIR that la afflictLife i« too Short to be Miserable.
ed with seemingly incurabledisease,but cherish
tarn YOU have any serious, obstinatedisease
a hope of being relieved of suffering,If not entirely
or annoying symptoms, no matter how disconrBge.l
cured, by his succaaful mode of treatment,
or ho» disappointed,stop uselessdoctoring amt
dosing and apply to the Doctor. Bufferera for years
or a lifetimehe cures In a few weeks.

is

good news, indeed.

First-Class Accommodations.
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ment darkly; but the voice, low, sweet
and modulated, rephed: “I am very
sorry if I disturbed you. 1 merely
dropped in to see if I could be of any
assistanceto you in your preparations
for Lady Armstrong’s reception,” ___
_ A selfish smile played over the carmine

How much of my yomiK hoart,0 Spain,
Wont out to thro in days of yore !
"'hat dn huih romantic filled my brain,
And xim.moned back to life again
'1

hf Paladins of Chnrleinain,
The Cld Campeador !

Moimtjoy.
“Oh, will you help me get my moire
finish^, if the dressmaker cannot ? I
win ^ive you my old blue silk, if you
lips of Clarioe

And

pea more ahadowy than thaae.
the dim twilighthalf ravesled ;
Phanidat galieyaon the aeaa,
The Roman camps like hives of bees,
The Goth upliftingfrom his knees
Pclayo on his shield.
ah a

In

The bps
was these memories psrebance,
From nnnalaof remotest aid,
That lent the colors of romance
To every trivial circumstance,
And changedthe form and countenance
Of all that I beheld.
It

Old towns, whose historylies hid
In monkishchronlde or rhyme-'Burgos, the birthplaceof the Old,.
Zamora and Valladolid,
Toledo, built and walled amid*
The wars of Wamba’s time ;
The long, straightline of the highway,
The distant town that seems so sear,
The peasants In the fields,that stay
Their toll to cross themselves and pray,
Wien from the belfryat midday
The Angel US they hear ;

The crossesin the mountainpasa.
Mules gay with tassels, the loud din
Of muleteers, the tetheredass
That crops the dusty wayside gross,
And cavaliers with spurs of brass
Alightingst the inn ;
White hamlets hidden m fields of wheat,
White cities slumbering by the sea,
White sunshine flooding square and strest,
Dark mountain-ranges, at whose feet
The river-bedsare dry with heat,
All was a dream to me.
Yet something somber and severe
O’er the enchanted landscape reigned
A terror in the atmosphere,
As if King Philip listenednear,
Or Torouemada, the austere.
His ghostly sway maintained.

;

There Cordovais hidden among
The palm, the olive, and the vine
Gem of the South, by poets sung,
In

:

Oh, no, Clarice. I was only wondering if, with all your wealth, your aristocraticlovers, and dreams of future
happiness,you were really as happy as
“

isou.

“Yes,” returned Lihas, quietly. “ I
would not change places for all the
world.”

;

But over all the rest supreme,
The star of stars, the cynosure,
The artist’sand the poet’s theme,
The young man’s vision, the old man’s dreamGranada by its winding stream,

Moor!

And there the Alhambra stillrecalls
Aladdin’spalace of delight ;
Allah il Allan ! through its balls
Whispers the fountain as it falls ;
The Darro darts beneath its wa’Js,
The hills with snow are white.

Ah yes, the bills are white with enow,
And cold with blasts that bite and freeze ;
But in the happy vale below
The orange and pomegranategrow,
And wafts of air toes to and fro
The blossoming almond-treee.

Th* Vega

cleft by the Xenll,
he fascinationand*allnre
Of the sweet landscape chain the will.
The traveler lingerson the hill,
His parted lips are breathing still
The last sigh of the Moor.
f

How

like a ruin ovorgrown
With flowersthat hide the rents of time
Stands now the past that I have known ;

Castlesin Spain, not built ol stone,
But of white summer cloud, and blown
Into this littlemist of rhyme 1
-AtlanticMonthly /or May.

MISS

MOUNTJOY’S LESSON;

An angry frown contracted Clarice’s
white brow.
“ Here comes Felice, thank goodness !
Now, Lilias,you will have to exert every
effort to finish it by midnight”
“ I think we can complete it by nine
or ten ; that will give you sufficienttime
to dress. I, too, must leave it at that
hour, to fulfill my engagement”
A blush overspread Lilian’s face.
“ That poor lover of yours again tonight ? I should think you’d hate a man
as poor as you say William Sherrard is.
Why don’t you marry a rich one, who
can support you handsomely?”
There was a contemptuous imperiousness in Clarice’s tones that brought the
blood rushing to Lihas’ cheeks.
“Because I never would marry

Have

bring bliss.”
will, when I have once attained
— the dream I have cherished
for the half-year you have been here.
When I am once the wife of Sir Irvine
Tressell, the only man I ever loved or
ever shall love, I defy anything to make
me unhappy. His love is all I ask.”
A bright smile, that made her really
lovely, lighted her midnight eyes as she
thought of him— her idol.
“ You’ve never seen him, Lilias, I believe,” she went on to say. “ He is the
most handsome man I ever saw !”
1 think not. You know you requested
me never to come in the parlor when you
had company.”
“ He is tall, and dark, and very graceful, and so polite !”
Clarice’svoice was enthusiasm per-

my

a Fall.

CHAPTER L
The

long, slanting rays of a golden
sunset were streaming in through the
crimson stained glass windows of Clarice

apartment.
Before the lofty mirror sat a haughty,
imperial woman, upon whose raven black
masses of hair, arched eyebrows of the
same ebon hue, and tfaahiug eyes of
midnight darkness, the rose-tintfrom the
tilled the

window fell in becoming addition

to

her

costly toilet

A frown rose on her brow, and she
tapped her delicately-booted foot in vexation and impatience.
“ To think that, after all the pains I
have taken to have the jewels collected,
I am unable to wear them to the only
evening party I care a straw for. Where
is the use of having diamonds and pearls
if we haven’t a suitabletoilet to appear

in?”

’

for

money ; I will never give my hand to a
man because he has a fortune at his disposal. Wealth is a great gift, but it does
not purchase happiness.”
“ How do you Imow ? You have never
enjoyed wealth.”
A quiet, strange smile— one that had
annoyed Clarice many times since the
orphan Lilias had come to their uncle’s,
six months before— lighted the sweet
face, disclosing the pearly teeth.
“ True, I am not in the enjoyment of
wealth ; yet, judging from yourself, dear
Clarice, I should conclude it did not
“

Or, Pride Must

smile, half-pitying,half-amused,

“As you, Lihas Bradley?”

whose mosqnc Almanzor hung

city of the

A

lighted up Lilias’ sweet, pale face.

Clarice almost shrieked the words, so

As lamps the bells that once had rung
At Compostella’sshrine.

The

Tressel ?”

ridiculousdid she regard the compar-

Dispelledthe sad ness and the gloom
There Cndlr by the seaulde lies.
Tnd Seville’s orange-orchards rise,
Making the land a paradise
Of beauty and of bloom.

But

it

object

‘ 1

sonified.

“Yes, so is

mv William,” returned

Lilias, thoughtfully.
“ William 1” ejaculated Clarice, indignantly, “ Why, Lilias Bradley, they are

not to

be mentioned in the same

breath !”

“Cousin Clarice, be thoughtful 1 Do
not speak slightinglyof my betrothed
She pulled \he slight silken cord by husband because he happens to be
her side, whose tinkling summons poor.”

rr

brought her maid.

The gentle hazel eyes were dork ns
“Felice,I must have my dove-colored
Lihas
spoke ; but she was answered by a
moire for this evening, come what will.
harsh
laugh.
J ut on your cloak and run down to
“ Nor of you, because you happen to
Madame Ruche, and tell her I cannot
be poor, and a dependent on my charity
and your Uncle Peter’s.”
Obedient to her imperious mistress’
lady’s maid departed to
execute her commission.
I am determined to wear it. and my
elegant diamonds with it ! Sir Irvine
Tressell shall see mein my splendor, and
he will soon decide that English ladies
can surpass the foreigners he has danced
with.”

commands, the

She rose and looked searchingly

in

the

mirror. *

With

proud

flushing of her cheeks,
of her eyes, Lilias tossed
the expensive moire off her lap.
“ Never has that been said of a Bradley before, Clarice Moimtjoy ; never
shall it be repeated. Tell me with your
lips if I do not earn my bread and
clothes? Tell me if the assistanceI
render to you in every imaginable way
does not merit more than any servantwoman would receive for her services ?”
“ Oh, yes, I suppose so ; but, after all,
I can get on as well with only Felice.
Are you not going to finish my dress ?
Do, Lilias, just this once, and
confess you are not only indispensable,but
absolute mistress of the establishment

and

a

a flashing

am beautiful Well, I
have every desirable feature necessaryto beauty, from my head
m
to my feet; but all is naught to me if it
does not win me his love— the love I
have cherished for months— the love I
Please do, Lil, for you know I am dying
must win, and win soon— to-night !”
to wear my newly-resetdiamonds— the
Her beautiful lips were parted in a old family fire-diamonds,you know. I
circle of grateful pride, as her eyes wanshould expire from disappointmentif I
dered over her feet, face and form.
did not realize the expectationsI have
“Ah, Sir Irvine Tressed, yon little anticipated for this evening. Sir Irvine
know Clarice Mount joy would barter life, Tressell will not fail to be there, and in
soul— honor, I had almost said— for your my moire and diamonds I shall be so
“

People say I

know

I

am;

I

sake!”

A

timid rap at tlie door dispelled her

“Spoken like the dear, true little
woman you are ! And now, dearest,I
must impose my first command upon
yon. WUl you obey?”

He

smoothed- her hair playfully off
the clear, white forehead, and glanced
“ Thank you, Cousin Clarice, I do not mischievously in her deep, true eyes.
need the old blue silk. I will assist
“ On second thought, I think I’ll
Felice to finish your dress when she re- tell yon first what I desire you to do.
turns, if you think you must wear it Listen, dear Lilias, and blush as much
without fail.”
as you please ; but don’t turn your face
“ Indeed I must, and shall, too ! For away.”
Sir Irvine Tressellsays a golden moire
And, in truth, the pink tints were
with diamonds is the most bewitching already coming and going on cheek and
costume he ever saw. The Princess brow.
Louise wore one at a presentation, and
“ Lilias, darling,” and his voice grew
he is constantly reminding me how much strange and eomebt, “we must be marI resemble her.”
ried to-night. No, do not start ; not for
Lilias made up reply, but gased worlds, unless you wish it ; but I have
thoughtfullyout of the window.
certain particular reasons for it, to grat“I hope you are not envious of my ify which would delight me beyond exgood luck, Lilias Bradley, because I pression. I have got an Archbishop’s
happen to be an heiress, and the future special license, and I have made all the
wife of the splendid Baronet, Sir Irvine requisite arrangements.”

I.

The softerAndalusianskies

And

of Lilias Bradley curled scorn-

fully; but, os before, she curbed the rising anger.

Lilias’ lover drew her beautiful head
to his breast, as he entwined his arms
about her.
“ You may be poor and friendless in
one sense, William, but are you not
wealthy in my love ? Will not our home,
if unblessed with all the luxuries of
riches, be abundant in peace and contentment ?”

irresistiblehe cannot avoid a proposal.

It is on the tapU, I
soliloquy, and she turned with a gesture devotion. ”,
of impatience to the intruder,

know, for he

is all

“Your dress is dond, Clarice. And
“Lilias, how often have I requested now I must leave you to attend to Uncle
you not to annoy me when I am alone ? Peter’s supper.”
You seem to have a singularly deep regard for this room. Do you want any-CHAPTER IL
thing?”
“ And my darling is willing to intrust
The dirk bawl eyes ol the intruder— her happiness to me, poor ana friendless
“Lilias” she was called—flashed a mo- though I may be ?”

“Silk, laces, diamonds!
wife, I do not comprehend.”

^

____

COUSIN WILL.

A delightedsmile answered him; and
then she spoke: “William, you did not

Bt PHILIP HOBBS.

1

tot night in musing mood,
Reflectingon my lonely state ;
TiU, wearied out at last, I paused .

take a penniless wife. You have married me for myself, not my money, for I

on

wealthy, dearest; the sole heiress to
the great wealth of my deceased parents.
Uncle Peter is my guardian whom I desired should appear to own the estate,
while I personated the orphan niece, a
dependent on his bounty. I feared my
wealth would allure those who otherwise
would not have cared for me, but now I
have foupd you, my dearest husband, to
be aU I can desire. We are rich, William. independently rich.”
“Lillie,” he murmured, bending his
head to her shoulder,“ my Lillie, this is
indeed a surprise. But what of your
cousin, Miss Mountjoy ?”
“ She is an adopted child of a friend
of mine, who, on her death-bed, gave
her to my mother Poor Clarice, also,
will be penniless, unless she marries her

brilliantlylighted.

fiie,ined.uP°n •

As thus

g^en

gate.

I

stood,absorbed in thought.

I found myself within the yard.
A form came gliding down the walk

-

•

A sweet voice soothed my ear ; the next
rose into a shriek,then sobbed •
“ 0 sir, how oould you keep so still !
When all the time I know yon knew
I thought you were my cousin Will,"
_

It

• • • •

•

These stars are moons, or rather months •
Just five have flitted since that night ’

And two of these have calmly shone
Upon our wedded life. It quite
Surpria » me to think of it.
And she is queenly, tall and fair,
With lustrous eyes, and such a wealth
Of— well, we call it auburn hair.

• • # •

rich lover, Sir Irvine Tressell.”

William made no reply, for the carriage stopped at a splendid mansion,

„

The old mooii’emellow radiance hung
In golden mists among the trees ;

om

•

“ 8o late?" I’ve just come from the dub ;
My wife sits silent, but a light,
Unseen before,lurks In her eye.
Once more I muse on that calm night,
When first she met me at the gate,
And wonder, while her eyes flame still.
If ever I, in days to come,
Shall wish it had been cousin Will.
-Scribner /or May.

“ We will alight here for a few moments, and then I shall bear you to your
future home. Come, darling, let me tell
you my secret now.”
For a moment, Lilias buried her face
Her shawl being removed in the dressagainst his shoulder ; then she lifted it, ing-room, she was joined at the door by
PITH
POINT.
rosy and happy, to the dark, flushed one her husband.
Every honeymoon has a man in it.
bending over her.
“ Lilias, do not be surprised at any“A week can make no difference, thing you may hear. Will you promise ?” A place for reflection — The mirror.
William. I have tried you, and proved
“ I will promise, but I am bewildered.
A man always feels put out when he is
you ; we love each other fondly. Whose house is this — whose guests down
taken in.
William, I will be your wife to-night.” stairs ?”
His handsome face lighted up with a
“A friend of mine, dearest Lilias. Preferred creditors— Those who
proud, triumphant smile, and he kissed Lady Armstrong, who holds a reception, don’t dim.
her fondly, just as approaching footsteps is the hostess.”
The warmest kind of a hat— One that’s
got stove in.
warned them.
“ And Cousin Clarice is here,” said

AND

Lilias, Lilias, where is the key of
Uncle Peter’s safe? I want the diamonds ; it is high time I was off, and Sir
Irvine Tressell never likes to see a lady
later than ten. ”
Clarice came rapidly down the stairs
to the apartmentwhere, in the shade,
Lilias and her lover stood. She could
not see them at all plainly, for the gas
“

was turned down

to

a

twilight-dark-

ness.

Lilias, “ and I shall see her lover. I
ready, William.”

am

She glanced into his face. His eyes
were overflowing with merry mischief,
and his cheeks were flushed with pleasurable excitement.Up the stairs they
went, and to the door of the crowded reception-room.
He handed a card to the footman, who
announced them with a loud, sonorous
voice— “ Sir William Irvine liessell and

A

hearty man will grow round on

square meals.

The

favorite flpwer for

wedding bon-

nets— Marry-gold.

“You’re a
the latest

cardinal-nosedthing !”

A gentleman with considerableface
The man in the moon.

The

is

womanism.

longest periods in a boy’s

life

—
—

Those between meals.

—

Lady

Tressell 1”
One of woman’s inalienable writes
Every eye turned on the pair. Lilias Putting a “ P. S.” to a letter.
started and glanced timidly at her husWhy is a man in bed like a book unAs Lilias replied, Clarioe frowned in band’s face. She met an assuring look, bound — Because he is in sheets.
displeasure.
and a whispered, “ Don’t be vexed, my
Why is the letter “g” like matrimony?
“It seems to me, Miss Bradley, you darling.”
— Because it is the end of courting.
had better invite your followersinto the
He pressed her arm closely to his
What piece of coin is double its value
breakfast parlor another time. The side, and she returned the silent caress.
by
deducting its half ?— Half -penuy.
drawing-roomis intended for the lady of In that caress all was forever explained.
the house, remember.”
The phrase “ excuse haste and a bad
Radiant in her diamonds, Clarice
Lilias made a careless curtsey.
Mountjoy had been anxiously looking pen ” was the parting salute of a runa“ Uncle Peter is master, not you, Clar- for her lover’s arrival She was in the way pig.
ice. I shall use the drawing-roomjust music-room when he came, and his presA dog fight is not a notable spectacle,
ence was unknown to her.
as long as he sees fit”
although it is undoubtedly a display of
“ You are a bold minx, and shall be
A half-hour afterward, some one cur-rage.
turned out of this house, as sure as that tapped him on the shoulder with a fan.
An Ohio man makes brick, but he is
my name will be Lady Tressel.”
“ Sir Irvine Tressell, I am glad you
high-bom,and calls himself “ a sculptor
Clarice Mountjoy ascended the steps are here at last You remember the in clay.”
again, while Lilias depreeatingly ex- dance you are engaged to me for 1”
What is that which lives in winter,
plained and apologized to her lover.
She smiled brightly upon him, but he
dies in summer, and always grows with
“Never mind, dearest,” replied bowed very gravely.
its root upward ?— An icicle.
William Sherrard. “ In our new house
“ Miss Mountjoy will be good enough
A Greenpoint lady is so modest that
she shall not annoy you, whether she be to excuse me. I am already engaged for
she never looks at anything with a
the entire evening.”
Lady Tressell or anybody else.”
He spoke coldly, almost sternly, and naked eye, and goes into convulsions
“Poor girl, she does not enjoy life
much. She is in love, hopelesslyin love, she raised her eyes to his. They were over a bare statement of facts.
with this Sir Irvine Tressellyou heard regarding her intensely;and a vague
If there was a bird on a peach, and
her mention.”
fear that, after all, she might lose him, you wanted the peach, how would you
stole over her.
“ Who is he, do you know ?”
get it without disturbingthe bird ?— By
“ Miss Moimtjoy, will you take my arm waiting until the bird flew away.
“ I have never seen him ; I never have
cared to see anybody since I knew you. a moment?”
“ Did you notice how splendidlv I
'
The invitation was brief and cool; but went through that last reel at the ball
He pressed her hand tenderly.
how delightedlyshe accepted it
last night, Tom ?” “Yes, and I also no“And now, Lillie darling, I will wait
“I have a friend I must introduce ticed that you kept it up all the way
here while vou get ready for a quiet you to. You will find her a lovely home.”
wedding at the church, where all things woman, as beautiful in mind as in per“ I am afraid it is mixed goods,” said
are waiting, for I knew you would con- son.”
the
lady to the clerk. “ 0, no, madam,
sent Send Uncle Peter down ; I wish
He led her to a solitary figure, who
impossible,”
replied the polite gentleto talk to him.”
leaned against a statue in the deserted
man; “all our camel’s hair shawls are
He kissed her as she left him, so music-room.
happy, and with the same peculiar smile
“Miss Mountjoy—
wife, Lady made of pure silk direct from the worm.”
playing on her
.
Tressell, late Miss Lilias Bradley.”
On his return from India, Brown was
“ The noble fellow 1” she murmured
With a shiver of helplessness, Clarioe asked how he liked tiger-hunting. “ It
“how impatient I am to tell him my gazed upon her cousin’s flushed, beau- is very good sport if you hunt the tiger,”
secret !”
tiful face, and. with a low cry of an- he replied; “but, if hard pressed, he
sometimes takes it into his head to hunt
With rose* tinged cheeks, and a proud guish, covered her face with her fan.
Sir Irvine gazed sternly upon her.
you, and then it has its drawbacks.”
consciousnessof beauty in her sapphire
“ You will regard my wife as a fit oceves, she hastily made her toilet; smiling
“My boy,” said a soleinn-visnged
the while, and anon trillinga little air cupant of a breakfast parlor, together evangelist to a lad who had just emerged
with
her
followers
?
You
will
turn
her
that relieved her full heart
from a hair-pullingmatch with another
It was a heavy, dead silk of rich, out of her own house, wherein you are boy, “do you expect to rove hereafter
golden-white that she wore, and over it a the dependent charity-child, as sure as in a land of pure delight ?” “ No,” said
filmy lace robe, that floated like a cloud vour name will be Lady Tressell ? You
the lad, “I’ve bursted another button
about her slender form. Around her have merited your reword, Clarice offn my trousers, and I expect to get
neck she clasped a necklace of rarest Mountjoy; and when I tell you what my hekedforit.”
diamonds, and fastened a coronet about wife, in the goodness of her heart, would
Aunt Emily— “Why, Nellie, don’t
the veil that rested among her sun-bright never tell you, that the very diamonds
you wear are hers, you will learn to be you know it is unkind to catch hold of
curls.
kind, more human, toward those your sister and pull her hair?” Nellie
“He •ii be 90 8UrPnsed' 8h<!K- more
in ft hnmbler station than yourself. ”
(who doesn’t see it) — “ Well, auntie, I
peated, joyfully, as over the magnificent
Clarice had heard him through, silent saw you holding Cousin Frank round the
bridal costume she put a plain, unpreand motionless ; and, when he had fin- neck quite tightly, yesterday, when
tending muslin robe, simple and sweet.
ished and given his arm to his beautiful mamma was out, and pulling liis hair,
Down the stairs she went, and into the
bride, she bowed a haughty acknowl- and he didn’t say anytlnng !”
drawing-room, which, now that Clarice
edgment, swept proudly from the room,
The Japanese are advancing in civilwas gone, and Uncle Peter entered, wns
and entered her carnage. That car- ization. They usually favor condemned
a blaze of light
riage never carried her home. Whither felons with the choice of the mode of
“Lillie, darling, you look a very
she went, or what became of her, they death. An interesting murderer having
angel !
bride, mv little treasure r
never knew.
been recently asked how he would like
With extended hana, her lover met
to be executed,promptly replied, “ By
her near the door.
Brigham Young Re-elected.
proxy.”
“And vou, William— you are dressed
The semi-annualMormon Conference
fit for a Queen’s levee! Why, Will, I
The Court (severely). “Prisoner,
has just been held at St. George, Utah,
am afraid you could not afford this ex- Brigham Young and most of the prom- this is not the first time you have been
pensive wedding-suit !”
inent Mormons being present. It was here. You have been convictedsix times
She blushed, as if conscious of saying generallyexpected that, as Brigham has of vagrancy, twice of theft, onoe of—”
more than she should have done, but he seen nearly 76 years of this world’s cares, The prisoner.“Your Honor, let’s omit
caught her hands, and laughed gayly.
he would have asked a release from at all these irrelevant details, and come to
“We will economize after, to make
business.”
up, pet Come, Uncle Peter, you must
Thebe are two periods in every man’s
give the bride away.”
to accept Brigham ________________
life when he feels, deep down in his
Together the two entered the carriage A determined oppositionto his election
heart, that if the earth would open and
in waiting, and drove rapidly to the
sprang up on the part of the President, swallow him up it would be a pleasure
church, where, at the altar, the clergyapostles, and a few of that college with to him — one is when he steals upstairs
man stood ready to unite them.
whom the leading men of the church are in with the old man’s razor to take his first
The ceremony was brief, and Lilias
secret sympathy. Accordingly,Brigham shave; and the other is the first Sunday
heard but little of it She only underwas re-elected “ Prophet, Seer, and Rev- in a high hat
stood that she was being married, and to
elator ” for another term of six months.
her chosen one.
“ Mx wife tells the truth three times
Uncle Tom.
The congratulations were over, and
a day,” remarked a jocose old fellow, at
the pair re-entered the carriage, Uncle
The original “ Uncle Torn,” after hav- Hie same time casting a very mischievPeter returninghome.
ing been put on view in the extensivest ous glance at lifer. “Before rising in
“ William, may I tell you a little manner possible in England — “ com- toe morning, she says, ‘Oh, dear, I must
secret, the only one- 1 ever kept from manded to see the Queen ” — tnd been to get up, but I don’t want to.’ After
you— the only one I ever will ? See, my the country-seats of many noble people breakfast she adds, ‘ Well I suppose I
husband ; see mv wedding-garments,”
of that realm, will soon return to his own must go to work, but I don’t want to.’
She fcfaiew aside the disguising robe, sweet Canada, with $7,500 in his pocket, And she goes to bed saying, * There, I
and displayedher elegant costume. In which he hadn’t any shekels at all when have been passing all day, and haven’t
amazement he gazed at her.
done anything,’ ”
he meanderedthither.
“ On the ebony cabinet in
Clarice.”
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FAMOUS LEGAL STRUGGLE.

Myra Clark Gaines’ Forty Years’ Litigation
—The Marvelous Energy with Which the
little Woman ProsecutedHer Suit.

The romance of

has seldom
in the famous

reality

appeared so prominently as
suit which has reached a final decision
in New Orleans. The prosecutor,Mrs.
Myra Clark Gaines, first brought her
case into the courts more than forty
years ago, and the time, the talk and
the papers pertninihg tnereunto make
Dickens’ Jarndyce case rather a tame affair in comparison. Nearly every American lawyer of the past half century has
sharpened or dulled his wits on this dispute, even when not stimulatedby a retainer on either side, while hosts of able
jurists have taken part in the struggle
until a higher court summoned them into another sphere with their labors unfinished. The plaintiff herself has on
occasion appeared in court as her own
attorney, and by her wit and wisdom
damaged the saying that he who is his
own lawyer has a fool for a client. The
prize which Mrs. Gaines contested for

was

a

double one. An enormous fort-

her case. The lawyers retained for her
had been involvedin a quarrel with the
Judge, and had retired from the court
Left alone without attomevs, with some
nl#m of
of the most distinguished raemT
the bar oppoeed to her, Gan. Gaines
asked that the court would allow the
lady to conduct her own case. Some
altercation ensued between the Judge
and Gen. and Mrs. Gaines.
The Judge objected to the tone and
style of the lady, and reminded Gen.
Gaines that he would be held responsible for her acts and language.
Thereupon
JUDOI the veteran, rising to his
full heignt, avowed his personal responsibilityfor everything the lady
might utter, in any manner and form in

which a gentleman could respond
such

a

demand.
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Then, gracefully touch-

sword handle, he glanced at the
lawyers on the opposite side, against
whom Mrs. Gaines had launched some
pretty fiery invective. To which His
Honor responded with much temper
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Gen. Gaines, bowing low to the Judge,
tablished legitimacy gave the stimulus
begged to assure His Honor that in ap- P. O. BOX
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THE TRAVELERS hu paid, for Danth or
which has sustained her through a strugDisablingInjuryby Accident,
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such as even lawsuits seldom reveal. It the authority of the civil tribunals of
portraj s the life of a woman devoted first
Hromer awards at
his counfry,and, at the risk of his own
to the establishment of her legitimacy,
life, to defend the person and execute
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then the reclamation of a vast fortune the orders of the Judges of the Federal
Six months
which had been by various devices with- or State Governments.
By
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held from her. For nearly half a century
After this little tilt Mrs. Gaines rehas she fought against the adversities
esand
an sumed her argument and pursued it to
vicissitudesof a litigant Sometimes the close. The jury retired to consult
suffering from bereavement, deserted by
on their verdict, wnioh was quickly refriends,misled by grasping attorneys, turned in favor of Mrs. Gaines.
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Dep't giving notice that at the annual election of officers of said Fire Dep’t, John

' Committee on Poor reported presenting
semi-monthly report of Director, amount been engagedfor sqme ttmo part for Meaers. Joelln
recommended $72.50 for 10 persons, also A Brejman, has now started for hiaaelf In the
store of Mr. J. ALBStS, at
one order paid on G. J. TeVaarwerk of
$1,50.— Adopted.

REPORT OF CITY OFPIOItllS. ;
Mr. J. Albers will attend to his Clock and Jew
City Librarian reported condition of elry busluew,and Mr. Wijkhntjscnto the Watches.
However, each of them will wait on tbe public In
Library.— Referred to Com. on Library.
absence of the other. They have a large and bean

OF FI

CAT-iXi

By Aid. Hoogesteger,

Holland, Mich.,

;

Geese

SJbjJbLi.

I

- -

70,

”

‘

'

and

Dmg

strictly

opened a hardware afore in
tha old stand of G. J. Haverlmte, where he will
keep oonatantlyon hand a complete stock of General Hardware, Stove#, Olaaa, Nail#, Farming Im
nlcmantt.Uarpsntor’sTools and everythingelse

pars.

belonging to onr line of baaioes#.

All the leading Patent Medicines In the market.
A fall Stock of the very best Perfumery sold in
bottle or by mensnre.

DOESBURG.

J. O.
Holland,Mich.,

barges belongingto Greek merchants.
Tiflis,

May

2.—

An

official

Russian dis-

patch announces that the Turkish garrison,

-

(’all and see

Jacob Unite.

.

pay the highest market

I will

The Highest market prices

Russian source announces

that the

troops have taken the fortress

a

any

New York, May 2.-Cable dispatches

points. The corps under Gen. Oklobicco,
a

Georgian by birth, encountered a body

of

Turkish troops, sod took possession of

their strongly fortified

E. J.

4ti 2-s

thirty killed and

satisfy all

whe

by the Turks, laid down their arms,

offer-

ing their services to the Russian array.
Fifty

men were

received, and the others

disbanded.
Thf. war fever is again raging

The

in Servia.

Slavonic committees have secured

considerablesums

of

money to

be invested

Buttons of every description from tbe
cheapest to the finest— and many other
fineries, too nnmerous to mention.

E. J.

Oi*

Re-Sawing Done.
WE HAVE

A

K

frontier posts by the

Turks. The

J.

disturb-

AND

BLINDS,

Or anything in onr line, manufactured on abort

A

W. YERBEEK &

Co.

new

style of Poplins

dwerfbed Lot# In the City of
Holland, I will jell at the following pnee#:
Lot s, Block F. Lot 6, Block O, Wert Addition117b
^.•.Lot ^ ^ock 8, Lot 6, Block II. South Wert
Addition $1 ,5 each. Lor# I. #. 1. 1, 5 A 8 in Block
(trgitniiedplat near the 4. L. 8. depot at
t » Mch, except Lot* IAS which ar# $*» each.
Also 6 lots West of First avenue at $115 each. The
above will be sold for a small payment down. Also
ths followlag Lot# 1,10,11, IMS, and 14. in Block
B, Lo s t, 4, 5 and J In Block H. The above will
he sold on long credit and small payments down.

tmi

BOW LOST,

ance will of course Justifygrave uneasi-

HARRINGTON.

Glafitware, Crockery, unsurpatmed at the Cheap Store of
.

HARRINGTON.

E. J.

A

Cord-wood

for sale at
E. J.

store-wood

HARRINGTON.

Eastern Salt, Lime, Lath and Shingles

E. J.

THS
1

to,

HOWARD.

HARRINGTON.

A Good opportunityfor

a Grist Mill.

Inquire of
E. J.

HARRINGTON.

City Lots for Sale

Cheap at

HARRINGTON.

E. J.

A new lot of Embroidery
and insertion at

BOWUm

pebiuhed a ntw edition of
bfmll I Celebrated Essay on

fy

Pries, in a sealed envelope, only six cents.

A

great variety of

Stylet of Ginghams,

new

print#—

New

handsome patterns, at

E. J.

vaccinated persons took tbe disease, and

»

the breast,fed by

plain envelope, to any ad-

^ 0U MC#,Pl°f•** conu

four died, while the three that had been

at

42-ly

FLIEMAU,

sirvkhrl f
followi, to

MANTJFACTURBR OF

-

SLEIGHS
- TRUCKS

wit: Block twenty-four,

all

etc.

D. 18T7, at two o’clock In the afternoon, to pay ths

Alio sole Agent for the

*nS^

add?„7«w.d.s^(Swlu
Dated,

SOUTH BEND,

Quand H avail March mb,

MEAT MARKET

_

WARD.

with ncatnw

now ready

and dispatch.

supply their customerswith

FLIKMAN.

„

,

_
Holland. July

—

of1177.

14,

W. BUTKAU,

i

J.

VAN ZOEAeN.

1878.

i

I

Walsh’s Cough Candy.
The best COUGH

MORTGAGE SALE.

rvEFAULT having
of a

Unde

The stand Is on* door wsst of G. J. HaverkaUA
Son s Uardwar# Store.

Earn 46 feet of Lot 5 In Bloch 18. Situated
between J. O. Doesbnrg’aDrug More, and P.
A A. Bteketee’aGeneral Store, on Eighth street.
Inquire
H. DOESBURG.
Holland, April 7,
8-

Ay

all

^Sdenfof

Holland. September 1, 1878.

A

to

dealing theyfeel
wrirfartfoMo
all those whe wish to fovor them nlth part of their
trade.

Speciality
J.

—

IN TKE

—

SIXTY DOLLARS CASH
All Work Warranted.
Horae Shoeing a

A. D. 1877.

IN3D.

This wagon la ths hast wagon la use In this State,
and the only slope-spokedwagoo manufac
lured. It is a better wagon than the Jackson Wagon, and I will sell them jost as
cheap, and glva a written wansoty
for one year. Wagons of my
own rotnufoctureI will
sell for

General Blaeksmlthlng done

of Block

liBiltl
oWlSSSS
^

Light & Heavy Wagons.

been made In the conditions
certain mortgage executed by George P.

CANDY

in

use— For

Ell Hartaell.
ft
8a,e ,n
York for
bearing date the fourth day of June. A. D. 1874. and
JEL tbe Past SO years, but
recorded in the office of the Register of Deeds for
Ottawa County, Mata of Michigan, on the tenth
in this State.
day of June, A. D. 1874, at eight o’clock in the foreForSaleby tbe pound
noon, In Liber T of Mortgages, on page 5fi6, through
non-payment of the money securedto be paid by
or ounce.
said mortgage,by reason of which tbe power to sell
In said mortgage has become operative, on which
mortgage there Is clslmsd to be due at the date of
T!
this noUee the sum of fourteen hundred end fortynln# dollarsand sevan cents, and also an attorney
fee of twenty-five dollar* provided for In said mortgage; and no salt or proeeedlng having been Instituted at law to reeovor tbe debt now remainingseplied
wholesale
cured by said mortgage cr any part thereof: Notice la therefore here'-y given, ihat by virtue of a
rales at tbe
power of sale contained la said mortgage,and pursuant to itatnte in such case made and provided,
City
Store.
tbe said mortgage will be foredoeed by a sale at
48-6mo
public vendue of the mortgaged premises therein
described, to wilt AU the south half of the south
half of the aonthwestquarter of section thirteen,
town seven north, range fourteen west; also the
northeast quarter of the northiast quarter of section twenty-three, town seven north, isnge fourteen
MICH.,
west, containingeighty acres, same more or less,
Does
a
general
Banking,
Exchange, and Colaccording to Government Survey, ell being in Ottawa Connty, Slate of Michigan, at the front door lection business. CollectIons made on all point#
of tha Court Houee of said Ottawa County,in the In the United States and Enrop*. Partlcularatteu
ions of Banks:
j and Bankers,
tion paid to the collections
City of Grand Haven in said Connty.
---- on day of pay mi
sent All boslRt mfttances made
DAY OF JUNE, A. D. 1877. --------at two o'clock In the afternoon, to pay the snm due ness entrustedto me absl) have prompt attenon said mortgage with interest and costa, includ- tion Interest allowed on time deposits, subject
to check at sight. Forslgn exchangeboaght
ing said attorneyfee.
and sold. Tickets to and from all points In Europe
Dated, Guamd Hatin, March 80th. A. D. 1877.
off f 0*
ELI HARTZKLL, Uortgagn.
to

P A TT
W V U M

tT

New

TIE

MiUlT

CANDY

at

Drug

Nathan Kenyon, Banker
HOLLAND,

ON THE

TWENTY-FIFTH

tf

rold

R. W.

Duncan, Attorney.

lot,

N.

KENYON.

1877. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1877.

or two

Milliaery § Fancy deeds,
A

LADIES’

varieties at

j
A

8

foil lina

of

FURNISHING GOODS,

Suits, Infants’ Cloaks,

J Harrington.

mother within two hours of her death.

1876.

HARRINGTON.

Lawns in the most beautiful

U

its

Doc. 2,

HARRINGTON.

E. J.

The celsbr^ted snthor, In this sdmlrabl* Essay
A remarkable proof of the efficacy of clearlydemonstrate*. Dorn s thirty years’ successE.
Hut ths alarming consequence* of
vaccination
shown by a report just »eir-*hnrtmay be radicallycured without the danof Internal medicineor the application
Worsted Pres# Goods— some of the
issued by the medical officer of the Watpointingout a mode of cure at once
ford Rural Sanitary Authority In England. •JspJ* osiUln, and effeciaal.br means of which richest nittern# ever opened here at an
n?*l,er'That »! cosdltlosmay astonishingly low price.
Small pox visited a family, nine lu num*** “,BUetf ohe,Pl/» privately, and null
E. J. HARRINGTON.
ber, residing in Bosbey. Three had been
«9r™L' Lftw* •baa’d be Is the hands of
vaccinated,and six had not. All six un- every youth and evary man la the land.

three being a child

of

^

B,tora®J
dollars, provldwl for In said mortgage; and no suit or proceedinsti toted at law to recover the

J^^bevlng been

;

may be accepted as a
Meal care (withont medlclce)
mstorms or Semins! WeakJustificationfor the movement of an Aus------ ---- Seminal Lossoi, Impoteecy,
trian army across the frontier,as a means Mestsl and PhysicalIncapacity. Impedimentsto
Manian, etc; slso, Consumption, Kpllcpgy and
of preveoing tbe spread of a war frenzy Bta, Induced by aelf-ladulgenc*
or sexual extraamong tbe Slavs of Austria's own popula- vagance, Ac.

vaccinatedescaped altogether-oneof the

to be due at the date of this notice ths earn
of twelve hundred and itxty dollars and lorty-one

new

FOR SALE.

M. D.

very

and other articles too numerons to mention,
at the store of ’

4

Apply

Harrinton.

cheap at

notice.

H.

Holland,

Reed and Aaubah Reed, hla wife,

SPECIALITY.
DOORS, SASH

on page 871, through non-payment ot the
mouev secarud to be paid by said mortgage,by rea
eon of which the power to sell In sild mortgage has
become operative, on which mortgage there l#

Harrington, Jr.
John Vaupkll.

^THK

suits and bleached
aud unbleached muslins, cheaper than ever

E. J.

AND TUR DRYING OP LUMBER
WK SHALL MAKE A

ness in Austria, sod

tion.

HARRINGTON.

HARRINGTON.

STEAM

3DR/1T KILIsT

the army of the principality is held In
readiness to oppose the occupation of

d*,e the Jwemy-eighth day of October,

gages,

Ready Made Clothing — and Fine Building Site For Sale.

Planing, Matching,

in agitation and military equipments, and

in

HARRINGTON.

HARRINGTON.

E. J.

six other officers. Two squadrons of the

Karrapapas tribe, brought into submission

4-6m

Asbwny Tweed for

Moet Approved Patterne;

the

And we arc confident we can
want

Russian

a capUin of a
battery wounded. The corps of Gen.
Loriomlellckl,a native of Armenia, in
marching on Kars, attacked the Turkish
cavalry, Uklog prisoners tbe colonel and
loss

was

camp. Tbe

1

1877.

Boots and Shoes at

say that in the Caucasus the Kussisn army

crossed the frontier at three different

d

a

Top or Open Buggies

The Choicest Groceries and
a complete stock at

Armenia.

in

SUlili.

TEAMING ®ONK ON8HORT liOTICE.

share

a

Flarmols of every description and color very cheap at

Rnssiim

of Bayazid

having been made In the conditions

ay of a certain mortgage executed bv James
.^•nd JuMa M. Vose, hiTwire, toMarlrttehSw

GIVE USA TRIAL.

VANDKRYEEN.

E. J.

THCEUSTIX
Planing Mill.
Of

dispatch from

1875.

GOOD TURNOUTS GUARANTEED. cWmed

HAREmGTOFS
SEmHu Goods.

In re-building our new shop wc have pur
day heights, leaving a large quantity of
chased entire new Machinery,
ammunition. The Russians occupied the

A

udBowi

O

JACOB KUITE.
Holland, Fsb. 14, M74.

town.

Linrj, Silt

J.

and give us

Holland, March 10.

Meat Market,

Bayazid on Monday, withdrawing to Alta-

2.—

-

J.

numbering seventeen hundred, abandoned

London, May

o

your Patronage.

of

Jnly SI, 1878.

Turkish gunboats have

seized In the Danube seventeencorn-laden

.

MORTGAGE SALE.

Promptly Repaired.

Paint Brushes.

ently unwilling to assume the responsiassert that the

5,

FlEFAULT

Tinware very Neatly and

important

beginningthe frty. Roumanians

IE ID

Everything in the line of Produce will be receive and at
the highest market prices.

Hardware Store

Oils

Store aa at any

tion. The Russian advance guard and
pud for Hides.
Turkish gunboats have been within easy
range without firing. We have the singu- I will sell cheaper than
lar anomaly of two hostile forces apparone In this City.
bility for

T

.A. IN"

horses and beautiful carriages,cutters,and
kinds of vehicles can always b« obtained at om
stable at reasonable rates. ^

prices for ail meats.
the military situa-

REIDSEMA.

9.

W

all

all

sold aa cheap at this

the Turks enormous.

changes have occured in

'

Mne

gives the following account of tbe battle

— No

<;

Medicines,

Chamois Skins,
Counter, Cloth,
Hair and

sian losses were considerableand those of

.

Cor. Eighth and Fish Streets,

Trusses,

Rus-

MICK

tTOLT. A3MT5,

1877,

80,

London, May 8.-A message from Vienna

Kan. The

Provisions, etc

RIVER STREET.

'

Paints

WAR NEWS.

2.

Stoneware,

IsTEW

EIGHTH STREET.

other. Medicineswarrantedto be

Bucharest May

Crockery,

BARN WEST OF CITY HOTEL.

Drugs,

An

™

Grocqnes,
Flour & Feed,

the Public to come and examine our stock and
judge for themselves. Our line of clothing is very large and
complete and we have no doubt but we can satisfy all who
«* /
Feathers wish to purchase.

WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD.

Holland, March

BSmUtDANIBK

After some time the committee arose and NO.
through the chairman reported as having
had under consideration the above ordinance and recommended that the same do
not paaa.— Adopted.

Kars: The centre of tbe Russian army,
forty thousand strong, under Melikoff,
attacked Mukhtar five miles from Kars on
April 29. The Turks fought desperately.
The Russians, supported by powerful artillery, succeeded in disloging them from
their positions. Mukhtar called out all
his reserves and attemptedon the 80th to
recover tbe lost ground with sixty thousand men, but was defeated and driven

Furnishing

S,

All qualities of Carpets cheap; also,
’ kinds of Mattresses.

Sept. 25. 1876.

DOESBUEG,

0.

called Aid. Cropley to the
chair, he being the chairman of the former
committee on the same ordinance.

of

Notions and Trimmings
. Hats & Caps,

Holland, Mich., November

The Mayor

back under the guns of

IsT

IN

a Specialty.

H, Wijkhuijsen,
J. Albers.

limited, That tbe Council form itself
into a Com. of the Whole to act upon an
ordinancerelativeto the organizationand
duties of the Fire Dep’t and other officers
in cases of fire.

John A. Boost, City Clerk.

Live

Clocks and Watches, which they offer
sale cheap, j (] . :/n I 1.

for

ORNERAL ORDER OF THE DAT.

City Charter.

where.

trade, go

KOFFERS,

&

Goods,
Goods,
Clothing,

tlful stock of

filed.

Council adjourneduntil Monday, April
1877, accordingto the provisions of the

Dry

always keep on hand a foil stock of

Give me a call and see for
yourself, before you go else-

No. 52, Nigkth Street.

LATEST

and

Other place.

REPORT OF COMMITTERS.

presentedand

DUURSEMA

1DEA.I-ERQ

From «he cheapest to the dnesfWA-LNUT CASKETS In the market, and cheaper than in any

on Table.

7,

large stock of well selected Wall Paper
window shades, which I soil at

O

Kramer was nominated Chief Eng'r and
John Hummel, Ass’t Chief JSng’r.— Laid

Treasurer’s report was

Stock is Complete,

I

see a well assorted stock

of Goods for the Fall and Winter
and call at the store of

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Communicationwas received from

to

.

NEW FURNITURE.

meeting were read and

last

—

q

i.

CofielaHng of all kinds of

Schmid appeared

(Aid. DeVries and
and took their seats.

dally receiving

Spring Goods.
i

Present: Mayor Schaddolee,Aid. Matrau,
Sprieisma,Cropley, Van der Veen, Dyke
ma, Hoogeategerand the Clerk. ,

am

the undersigned,

If you wish

FOR EALE

Aers Fruit Farm conUlning some

Standard Trimmings, Laces, Ribbons, Ties,
Flowers, Colarets, Fans, Parasols

and Zephyrs.

E.
800

Hats,

BUTTERICK & CO S PATTERNS.

bearing

Address ths Publishers,

III
ILAia

CGIMELL USUAL
St

,

CO,,

Ers Tori; Post Office Box. 4818.

No money required down Inqilre or
Holla vd, April It*

L &
EIcJhTK

S. VAN DEN SERGE,
STREET - - - - HOLLANID, MICH

